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Where did my day go? How did it get so late?I feel like I'm being pulled in too many directions at
once.If only there were two of me, I could get it all done.If this is you at the end of the day, you
are not alone. Millions of people deal with these same frustrations in today's world of endless
distraction.Let's face it: We all live on the edge of being overwhelmed, and old ways of paying
attention just don't work anymore. When you get more than three thousand advertising
messages and hundreds of emails every day, it's no wonder you feel like you're constantly
fighting distraction. What is the secret -- known to a select group of high achievers, including
Olympic athletes -- to finding your focus zone? The key is managing adrenaline. Too much and
you're overstimulated; too little and you're not stimulated enough. Now you, too, can learn the
same methods that high performers use.In Find Your Focus Zone, psychologist Lucy Jo
Palladino, PhD, gives you eight sets of keys to unlock your best attention so that you can
concentrate in every situation -- even when you're under pressure or facing dull tasks that must
be done. You'll choose which key solutions and strategies work best for you and use them to
create your own personal keychain for daily achievement and success. The skills you learn in
Find Your Focus Zone will help you toBeat procrastination and face boring jobsOvercome
obstacles and finish what you startPrevent yourself from getting overwhelmed and burned
outBuild balance and trust in your work and family relationshipsEnhance your self-
confidenceUse interruptions to your advantageTune out distractions to increase your efficiency
and effectivenessDr. Palladino is the first to explain the science of attention in plain language. As
she teaches you cutting-edge concepts and methods to win the fight against distraction and
overload, she highlights them with engaging stories, easy exercises, and useful tips.With the
individualized program that Dr. Palladino prescribes for your particular needs, you'll learn not
only how to find your focus zone, but also how to boost your personal productivity by applying
these attention skills, self-encouragement practices, and strengths. And by learning to flex your
attentionmuscle, you'll avoid the dangers of distraction and boredom, like missing deadlines,
disappointing your family, and feeling scattered and ineffective.A book for anyone who struggles
to cut through the noise of everyday life, Find Your Focus Zone gives you the tools you need to
succeed in today's digital world of distraction. Warm, practical, and user-friendly, with innovative
techniques and a powerful message, it's just what the doctor ordered.
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was knighted. Since 2011, he has been editor-at-large for Reuters.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.They Made AmericaFrom the Steam Engine to the Search
Engine: Two Centuries of InnovatorsBy Harold EvansBack Bay BooksCopyright © 2006 Harold
EvansAll right reserved.Chapter OneThe HEROES Who Got America GoingThe American
Declaration of Independence was only one of three landmarks in 1776 In Glasgow that year, on
March 8, James Watt unveiled the first commercial model of his condensing steam engine, the
fulcrum of the industrial revolution, and from the same Scottish city a few days later Adam Smith
published his Wealth of Nations, the foundation of a new era of economic thought on both sides
of the Atlantic. He analyzed and extolled the virtues of manufacturing, with its division of labor, of
free trade and the benefits to society from reasonable men pursuing self-interest without much
restriction by government.When the 13 states became the United States with the peace of 1783,
America was an empty land, an agrarian nation with only half as many people (four million) as
the mother country. No city was a tenth the size of London The new Americans had endured a
long war and dissension; they had barely begun to realize how great were the natural resources
they could now exploit or even to decide whether they wanted to do so. The thoughts that made
pulses beat faster were pastoral; the heroes of popular culture were generals and statesmen,
clergymen and landed gentry. Adam Smith concluded that no manufactures "for distant sale"
had ever been established in America because of the lure of uncultivated land. He noted that as
soon as a producer of goods-Smith called him an "artificer"-had acquired more stock than he
needed, he did not extend his own business. He was not tempted by large wages and the easy
subsistence this might bring. "He feels that an artificer is the servant of his customers from
whom he derives his subsistence; but that a planter who cultivates his own land, and derives his
necessary subsistence from the labor of his own family, is really a master and independent of all
the world." Colonialism had also fostered a habit of mind inimical to manufacturing and industry:
The British imperial practice, known as mercantilism, had been to regard all colonies as sources
of raw materials, not places for manufacturing.The fomenters of the American Revolution were
more or less of the same mind. They were men of property, imbued with the notion that society
was best sustained by farming, fishing and trading; manufacturing was envisaged as women at
home making cloth, rugs, soap and garments, men fashioning furniture, shovels and chains, and
itinerant tinkers, smiths and carpenters filling the gaps left by the cottage workshops. Capitalism
was not in their vocabulary, and if it had been it would have been as a dirty word. Benjamin
Franklin constantly inveighed against the individual accumulation of wealth. In the 27 specific
complaints in the Declaration of Independence, the founding fathers said nothing about the
injustice of England's unpopular curtailment of American manufacturing or methods of financing
it. The principal writer had clear ideas on what kind of society America should become: "While
we have land to labour then," wrote the Virginian Thomas Jefferson in a letter in 1781, "let us



never wish to see our citizens occupied at a workbench, or twirling a distaff. Carpenters,
masons, smiths are wanting in husbandry; but for the general operations of manufacture, let our
workshops remain in Europe." Gouverneur Morris foresaw a time when America "will abound
with mechanics and manufacturers," but he and Alexander Hamilton were relatively isolated in
seeing the potency of the industrial revolution gathering force in England. John Adams of
Massachusetts clung to land as the only true wealth, turning aside, to his loss, Abigail's wifely
advice to invest in securities. Even Franklin, businessman, scientist and inventor, exalted
agriculture and looked down on trade.Everything turned on individual enterprise. The national
government was weak, and the laissez-faire ideas of Adam Smith had taken root. George
Washington, in his first message to Congress in 1970, recommend "giving effectual
encouragement to the introduction of new and useful inventions from abroad," but he could not
get Congrcss to fund a national university. Alexander Hamilton, and especially his assistant
secretary at the Treasury, Tench Coxe (1755-1824), pleaded in vain for the allocation of public
money to encourage invention and manufacturing. Several states advertised bounties for the
introduction of machinery, or the production of such known items as wool cards, sulfur, wire and
fabrics, but those pockets did not have deep linings. The number of state charters granted to
enable business concerns to raise money did double from 1786 to 89 by comparison with 1781
to 85, but capital was meager, skill scarce and the general atmosphere depressing.How was it
then that this backward, dozy America led the world in developing the steamboat? It is true that
the seminal steamboat service, developed by Robert Fulton in 1807, employed a British low
pressure Watt-Boulton engine, but by 1830 the flourishing Mississippi Basin steamers were
powered by high-pressure engines of original American invention. It is true also that geography
was a midwife. America's vast river systems and lakes, with forests yielding fuel on the run,
offered more scope for the steamboat than Britain's relatively constricted internal waterways,
which were flanked not so much by forests as faster roads for stagecoaches. Still, Britain was
the leading maritime nation, with plenty of opportunities for steamboat entrepreneurs in
intracoastal and cross-Channel trade. The vicissitudes of its weather were far less violent. And it
had engineering and financial muscle to spare. William Symington (1763-1831) had a
steamboat up and running on a Scottish ornamental lake as early as 1788 with an engine of his
own design. It says something again about the significance of individuals that Symington lost
interest when his financial backers withdrew in 1803 and nobody followed up.A negative factor in
England lay in the positive achievement of James Watt and Matthew Boulton in manufacturing
steam engines of Watt's design. The 25-year monopoly the partners held, an extension of the
original patent, was a major discouragement to other potential experimenters. The partners were
eager to defend their rights, resistant to joint ventures. Who can blame them? It took the full 25
years to recoup the initial investment and finance the long battles in court. Additionally, Watt
himself, so crucial a figure in the industrial revolution, lent his prestige to sustained skepticism
about the potential of steam for navigation.In the end, the character of America's steamboat
pioneers lies at the heart of the country's early ascendancy in steam navigation. John Fitch



(1743-1798), who launched the first practical steamboat in 1787, was too ignorant to know of
Watt's misgivings and too headstrong to care if he had known. And u here Symington faltered
without a patron, Fitch persevered against all the odds. The very different characters of the
magnetic Robert Fulton, his calculating partner Robert Livingston and the rebellious Henry
Shreve were critical to the development of the steamboat-and the steamboat was the entering
wedge of the industrial revolution in the Ohio valley and the Midwest. The machine shops and
foundries that made steam engines and iron for the new steamboats attracted a fruitful
concentration of skilled mechanics to Pittsburgh and Cincinnati, to Wheeling, Louisville and later
St. Louis. One set of numbers gives an idea of the accelerating pace. In the ten years from
1809-19, the gross tonnage of steamboats built rose from 1,000 to 17,000, but in 1830 the figure
was 64,000-and 202,000 in 1840.By 1830, with the exhilarating success of the steamboat,
Americans were eager to follow England in the epic innovation of the railway. The new spirit was
optimistic and even bumptious, imbued with the idea that America could surpass the world in its
inventions. Jefferson was not immune to the nascent doctrine of American perfectibility. In 1785
he was writing to Abigail Adams in Paris, beseeching her to send him two sets of fine linen
tablecloths and napkins from England, "better and cheaper than here." By 1812 and the war with
England, he was rhapsodizing about the textile machines he had installed at his estate by which
two 12-year-old girls and two women were making all his family's linen, cotton and woolens: "Our
manufacturers," he brags, "are very nearly on a footing with those of England."The movement
from defeatism to exuberance, from confinement to expansion, took 50 years, but there were two
events that can be marked as red letter days. The first was on Monday, March 3, 1824, for which
the steamboat was the catalyst. In one of the most profound legal rulings in American history, a
great judicial innovator, John Marshall, chief justice since 1801, ended a steamboat monopoly
imposed by New York State, but his judgment affected more than navigation rights. It altogether
liberated the conduct of business across the United States.The second emancipating event was
in 1838, when the inventors were finally accorded protection under a national patent law. Before
1790 they had to win exclusive licenses-state by state-for varying terms. The first federal patent
law in 1790 simplified matters, but it merely set up a registry of claims without examination.
Patents could be registered with out any proof of originality so that several people might hold a
patent for the same idea. Inventors still had to spend time and money in defense of their
property. Cyrus McCormick (1809-1884) was 25 when he won a patent in 1834 for the grain
reaper he had invented at the age of 22, but after the expiration of the basic patent in 1848 he
was engaged for the rest of his life in trying to protect his improvements. The prolific inventor and
innovator Oliver Evans was so dismayed by a judge's ruling that patents were against the public
interest that he went home and destroyed his papers.The early innovators featured in this first
section endured much in changing the atmosphere of America and setting the nation on a new
course.Continues...Excerpted from They Made Americaby Harold Evans Copyright © 2006 by
Harold Evans. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be
reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided
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JenniferINTRODUCTIONYou and I live in a 24/7 culture, and someone is always upping the
ante. New technology makes you more productive but pressures you to pick up the pace. You
have a new cell phone? Good. Now, your boss can reach you on your day off. Wireless PDA,
huh? Excellent. We’ll expect e-mails, too. Mini-PC? Even better. We’ll instant-message you those
files. . . . Whether you work inside or outside your home, you juggle a schedule of constant
demands and always-on electronics. Multitasking is rampant. For better or worse, we’re rewiring
our brains for what the technology industry now calls “continuous partial attention.”In the digital
age of distraction, we function at new levels of stimulation and anxiety. The Internet spews
information like a fire hose, but to digest information we need to sip it through a straw.
Overwhelmed and overloaded, we have no time to process or reflect. Sunday is not a day of
rest, but an attempt to catch up and clear your clutter. Old ways of paying attention can’t keep up.
We need new tools.Attention Makes the DifferenceHaving control over your attention is a critical
skill. I specialize in working with human attention because paying attention matters. Every one of
us needs the ability to direct our attention, or we will not reach our goals. In my thirty years of
practice as a clinical psychologist, I’ve helped thousands of people solve myriad problems by
improving their attention. Learning attention management skills has made life better for just
about everyone who has walked through my door, not just for those with attention deficit
disorder.This morning, for instance, my first appointment was with an executive who’d recently
had a heart attack. He came to see me to learn stress management skills that will help him
prevent another one. His biggest challenge is to get his mind off his highly competitive
workplace when it’s time for him to go home and relax. Next, I saw a woman in her thirties who is
battling depression. “Everyone tells you to stay positive,” she observed, “but no one tells you
how.” I’m going to help her unglue her attention from negative thoughts of worry, blame, and self-
criticism, and focus instead on hope, trust, and self-appreciation.I saw a college student with



social anxiety who’s learning to redirect his attention away from his memories of rejection and
onto cues he can get from others so he can succeed in social situations. Then came a baby
boomer trying to lose weight, struggling to pay more attention to fruits and vegetables than to
rich sauces and pastries. A young perfectionist couple have a weekly appointment with me to
practice ways to focus on each other’s humanity, not on each other’s faults. Attention control is a
necessary ingredient for each of us to be healthy, happy, and successful.How Does Digital-Age
Distraction Hurt You?When it comes to attention and the digital age, we each have different
strengths and vulnerabilities. What’s your style? Are you prone to attention swings, back and
forth between boredom and overdrive? Or do you tend toward one end or the other—lost in
space or racing against the clock with no time to spare? Take a moment to ask yourself which
style describes you best.Do You Have Attention Swings?Most people today fluctuate between
boredom and overdrive. Do you: Buy books that grab you at the store, but don’t finish reading
them at home? Buy the latest high-tech gadget, play with it while it’s new, then turn it into a
bookend (to hold up all those unfinished books)? Stop what you’re doing to answer a cool e-
mail, but have two or more half-written e-mails in your drafts folder? Agree to go to places that
sound like fun when you’re invited, then make up excuses when it’s actually time to stop what
you’re doing and go? Ambitiously start a diet by buying ingredients for unusual recipes, but toss
them out when they grow mold and turn into a science project in your fridge?Are You Scattered
and Spacey?Some people find that they’re more the scattered and spacey type. It’s a constant
challenge for them to stick with what they’re doing. They spend a lot of time overextended,
underpowered, and indecisive. Do you: Go to the store, browse through some books, see one
you like, put off deciding whether to buy it or not, go home, wish you’d bought it, and eventually
go back to the store only to find that it’s no longer on the shelf? Put off buying the latest high-
tech gadget, and when you finally do get it, leave it in the box until your tech-savvy neighbor
comes over to set it up for you? Have six or more half-written e-mails in your drafts folder? Agree
to go to places that sound like fun when you’re invited, look forward to going, and then arrive late
no matter what time you started to get ready? Consider starting a diet for a few weeks, go to the
bookstore to find (but not buy) a diet book, read magazine articles about losing weight, and put a
recipe on your refrigerator door (if there’s room) to think about it awhile?Are You Hyperfast and
Hyperfocused?Some people are wired for speed and intensity. They find it hard to say no to
constant stimulation. Do you: Go only to bookstores that have wifi so you can stay connected
while you’re there? Be the first to own the latest high-tech gadget, trade up your current gadgets
for the next generation right away, and have a gadget for every purpose? Check your e-mail
continuously and wrt msgs ryt awy lk ths? Agree to go to places that sound like fun when you’re
invited but in the back of your mind know that if a better opportunity comes up you will call and
cancel? If you need to lose weight, gulp down breakfast shakes and power bars—a great reason
to eat on the run!Whatever your style, you will benefit from Find Your Focus Zone.I Had to Study
AttentionMy career-long interest in attention began in graduate school in the mid-1970s.
Completing a doctoral dissertation was not easy for me. While my neighborhood chums were



out partying, I had to sit at my desk, read dry professional journals, methodically and
meticulously design and conduct research, and produce technical writing. I remember going to
see my adviser for his review of the first draft of my master’s thesis. “Lucy Jo,” he said, “Your
writing is so passionate.” I beamed, but it was a short-lived moment of glory. “Scientific writing,”
he continued in a monotone voice, “is dispassionate.”To get through this, I needed to figure out
how to make myself buckle down and stick with a lot of tedious work. Then it hit me: why not do
my dissertation on ways to resist distraction?At that time, psychologists had just begun to use
cognitive methods to help people lift their moods, face fear, decrease anxiety, manage anger,
and improve their habits. A cognitive method is a technique to change the way you feel and act
by changing the way you think. I wondered if cognitive methods could be used with success to
train a person to pay attention. I chose as my topic: “Cognitive Strategies for Self-Control: The
Use of Self-Instruction to Resist Distraction.”I put together a tape of highly distracting audio—
snippets of juicy gossip, riffs of rock-and-roll, and bits and pieces of stand-up comedy and funny
skits. I had to test it first to make sure it was as distracting to others as it was to me. Word got out
about my project, and undergraduates lined up outside my office to volunteer for that part of the
study!For the experiment itself, I tested sixty subjects, one by one. I asked each subject to
proofread while listening to the distracting tape. I let subjects know they were being observed
through a oneway mirror as they read, while they continually underlined text and looked for
errors to circle. Behind the mirror, three trained raters with stopwatches measured the amount of
time each subject spent at work, and counted the number of “departures from task,” that is, the
number of times that a subject looked away, paused too long, or lifted his pencil from the
page.Beforehand, each subject had been randomly assigned to one of five groups. I’d trained
four of the groups with four different types of cognitive strategies to use while proofreading: (1) A
thought-stopping self-instruction—silently saying, “No, I will not listen”; or its short form, “No.” (2)
A vaccination model—the same thought-stopping strategy with the same amount of practice
time but with the distracting sounds gradually increased from soft to loud during practice. (3) A
goal-visualization self-instruction—silently saying, “I will do my work”; or its short form,
“Work.” (4) A blocking strategy—humming silently. I didn’t train the fifth group; they served as a
control.The subjects in the four groups who received training in any of the cognitive strategies
did significantly better than the control subjects with no training. The trained subjects spent more
time at work and departed from their tasks fewer times. It didn’t seem to matter exactly which
cognitive strategy they had been taught. Any strategy worked better than no strategy. I’d
probably still be writing the introduction to my dissertation if I had not used cognitive strategies
myself.Your Focus ZoneSince then I’ve pursued my interest in attention, both in research and
practice. I found that most of the progress in improving human attention came from sports
psychology, so I decided to advance my knowledge and skills by training with an eight-time
Olympic sports psychologist.I learned that, when it comes to staying focused, elite athletes face
two distinct challenges: long, boring hours of practice; and high-stakes, high-pressure events. To
map out which cognitive strategies they need for each of these two types of challenges, athletes



use an upside-down U curve, which you’ll learn about in Chapter 1. At one end of the curve,
they’re underactivated. In other words, they’re not stimulated enough to pay attention, as when
they start to train months before a race. Then they need cognitive strategies to psych themselves
up. At the other end of the curve, athletes are overactivated or too stimulated to concentrate.
Typically this happens at the event, as they nervously wait at the starting line. Then they need
cognitive strategies to calm themselves down. In the middle of the curve, athletes are in the zone
and have the best control over their attention. Here they use strategies to check on themselves
and make sure they stay in a relaxed-alert state.The upside-down U fits with the results of my
doctoral study. All the strategies I taught my subjects worked because they all prevented
overstimulation. The subjects’ attention improved because they filtered out the interfering
sounds of the distracting tape. By limiting their own levels of stimulation, the subjects stayed in
their focus zone.The upside-down U also explains many of the problems people face today
when they encounter daily distraction. As our culture has become more mobile, high-speed,
techno-stressed, information-cluttered, and media-saturated, we are getting pushed out of our
focus zones without even realizing it. We accept as normal a chronic state of being either
overactivated or exhausted. We wind up in a continuous state of partial attention in which our
choices slip away from us and our quality of life suffers.For years, I’ve been helping people of all
ages find their focus zones by applying the principles and techniques in this book. I’m pleased
and excited now to share these ideas and tools with you, too.The Age of the Short Attention
SpanIf I were conducting my doctoral study today, I wonder if I’d even need to play a distracting
audiotape. We each have our own internal tapes running on a perpetual loop inside our heads.
As you read this, are you also thinking, Who needs a return call today? . . . Did I check my e-
mail? . . . Is my cell phone charged? . . . What time is it? . . . Whose turn is it to cook dinner? . . .
You may even be glancing at your BlackBerry to see if you have a new message. (Do
you?)Digital-age distraction is everywhere. In 1971 the average American was targeted by 560
daily advertising messages. Not counting spam or pop-up ads by 1997, that number increased
to more than 3,000 messages per day and it continues to rise. According to a study done at the
University of California, Berkeley:• Worldwide storage of new material has been growing at a rate
of over 30 percent a year.• More than 5 billion instant messages per day were sent in 2002. (AOL
began its instant messaging service in 1997.)• There are 21,264 TV stations in the world,
producing 31 million hours of original programming, and 123 million hours of total programming
per year.There has never been a time when taking charge of your attention has been so
necessary. Everyone has too much to do and too little time to do it. Downtime has all but
disappeared. Someone somewhere is ringing, buzzing, or jabbering from a screen, bringing you
dazzling, digitalized distractions to push you further and make you jump faster from . . . what was
it you were supposed to be doing? Our need for sleep has gone up, but our time for sleep has
gone down. We turn to caffeine and sugar as our stay awake pals, but they sabotage our
attention even as they fuel it.The Benefits of Better AttentionThe solutions and strategies in this
book will help you to stay on track when the phone rings, the fax hums, and you’ve got mail.



You’ll learn skills you can use right away. You’ll also be able to teach them to your kids as they
cut their teeth on digital distractions.Imagine feeling confident that coworkers can interrupt, ads
pop up on your screen, and impulses jump into your brain, yet you’ll stay focused and get your
work done on time. Picture the people you care about feeling secure in their knowledge of how
much you care, because you listen attentively. Envision taking charge of the way others see you,
because you have more awareness of how you look to them.The skills you learn in Find Your
Focus Zone will help you:• Beat procrastination and face boring jobs• Overcome obstacles and
finish what you start• Prevent yourself from getting overwhelmed and burned out• Build trust in
your close relationships• Boost your self-confidence• Increase your efficiency and
effectiveness• Persevere even when you make mistakesChildren Do as We Do (Not as We Say)I
wrote my first book, Dreamers, Discoverers, and Dynamos (formerly titled The Edison Trait) for
parents and teachers. One night, at a workshop, a mother stood up to say, “Dr. Palladino, it’s not
just kids who are more scatterbrained than ever. It’s us, their parents. The adults need help
first.”That mom was right on target. In Find Your Focus Zone, you’ll read about “mirror neurons,”
one of the most important recent discoveries in brain science. We each have a mirror neuron
system that fires identically whether we ourselves perform an action or watch someone else
perform it. Mirror neurons might just as well be called “role-model neurons.” When your child
sees you half-listening, her mirror neuron system fires as if she is half-listening too. When she
sees you giving your full attention, her mirror neuron system fires as if she’s fully attending as
well. In other words, your actions condition hers, automatically and involuntarily.The great
psychologist Carl Jung once said, “If there is anything we wish to change in the child, we should
first examine it and see whether it is not something that could better be changed in ourselves.”
Children’s minds are as impressionable as warm wax. If you’re a parent, the most compelling
reason to improve your own attention might well be to set the best example possible for your
child.In the Chapters AheadFind Your Focus Zone is divided into four parts. In Part I, you’ll learn
about your focus zone, the upside-down U curve, and the link between learning and brain
pathways to pay attention. Part II covers emotional, mental, and behavior skills and gives you
eight sets of keys, so you can choose the strategies that will work best for you. The Eight
KeychainsKeychain 1 Self-AwarenessKeychain 2 Change of StateKeychain 3 Procrastination
BustersKeychain 4 Anti-AnxietyKeychain 5 Intensity ControlKeychain 6 Motivate
YourselfKeychain 7 Stay on TrackKeychain 8 Healthy HabitsPart III teaches you how to use
these keys to unlock success in our digital age of distraction—how to handle interruption and
overload in the workplace, how to work from home or in transit, and what to do if you or someone
you care about has attention deficit disorder (ADD). In Part IV, you’ll learn how to teach your kids
to pay attention and what it takes to stay successful as attention becomes even scarcer in our
world today.The Appendix gives you a quick guide to the eight keychains, and lists the three
keys on each keychain. In the Resources section, you’ll find books, articles, and websites,
including sources for the main studies that are described in the book. Additional resources are
available at .To be gender friendly, I’ve used male and female pronouns in alternating chapters



throughout the book. I distributed these pronouns evenly when referring to children in Chapter 13
—a chapter of particular interest to parents and teachers.The stories from Chapter 2 of Joe,
Meg, and Todd include elements of several people’s stories from my practice. The other stories
in the book are true, but with fictional names and identifying information.Attention Is How We
CreateAttention is power. If you ever want to see that power in action, try paying attention to a
child while her sister or brother is in the same room! In today’s world, as the amount and
availability of information explode, the value of attention skyrockets. In describing the new
“attention economy,” business experts Thomas Davenport and John Beck observe, “Companies
that succeed in the future will be those expert not in time management, but in attention
management.”Attention is the singular act of creativity that is available to each of us every
waking moment. We can use it at any time to reward our own behavior and the behavior of
others. Behavior that is rewarded will be repeated. Parents and teachers see dramatic
differences when they stop giving children attention for disruptive behavior and start catching
them at being good. Spouses influence each other’s behaviors by what they pay attention to and
what they ignore.Learning to direct your attention empowers you. The more you control the
demands on your attention, the less those demands control you. You exert authority over the
court of your life and decide what you let in and what you keep out. The Spanish philosopher
José Ortega y Gasset once said, “Tell me to what you pay attention and I will tell you who you
are.”We create ourselves by what we choose to notice. Whatever we put our attention on
develops and grows. A Cherokee elder was teaching the children of the tribe. He told them, “A
fight is going on inside of me. It is a terrible battle, and it is between two wolves. One wolf
represents fear, anger, guilt, greed, and senselessness. The other stands for faith, peace, truth,
love, and reason. The same fight is going on inside you, and inside every other person too.” The
children thought about it for a while and one child asked the wise man, “Which wolf will win?”
The old Cherokee replied, “The one you feed.”Part IUnderstanding Your Focus ZoneIn these
chapters, you’ll learn about your focus zone and the type of strategies you need to pay attention
in today’s world of distraction. You’ll read stories about people from my practice with problems
that have kept them outside their focus zones. Part I teaches you about the upside-down U curve
and the importance of regulating your own stimulation and drive. You’ll also learn about “use it or
lose it” brain pathways and see why it’s vital to strengthen your neural connections to select and
sustain attention.1What Is Your Focus Zone?Any man who can drive safely while kissing a pretty
girl is simply not giving the kiss the attention it deserves.—ALBERT EINSTEINIn 1977, I was
thrown from a horse when it bolted. I suffered a head concussion, had seven stitches across my
scalp, and had to wear a cast on my leg for eight weeks. I lost my interest in horseback riding.
Twenty-seven years later, my daughter told me she wanted to ride a horse. She was just a few
years younger than I was when I had my accident. It seemed the time had come for me to get
back on a horse. I found a dude ranch in Santa Barbara where we could ride scenic trails
together all day with a small group and a guide.The morning of the ride we assembled at the
stables. To choose the right horse for each of us, the wrangler asked for our experience level. My



face must have betrayed my fear. Both my daughter and I had replied, “Beginner,” but he gave
Rocket to her, and I got Nellie. Momentarily, I felt relieved.As I mounted, I looked down, and the
distance to the ground made me dizzy. My heart pounded and my hands sweat. From his horse,
the guide began to instruct us. I was aware he was talking; I knew his words were important. But
to my ears, he could have been speaking in Wookie. My focus was scattered like dew on grass.
My muscles tensed. My thoughts swirled. Deep inside, a part of me cried, “Get down now while
you have the chance!” An opposite part of me planted my feet in my stirrups. Mentally paralyzed,
I sat there staring, like a deer in headlights. The guide turned his horse to face the trail and led
the other riders as they clip-clopped away, single file. I followed in a fog, with no clue what to
do.After a few minutes on the trail, I calmed myself down. I felt safe again and regained my focus.
I trotted up next to my daughter, who recapped for me what the guide had said. The day turned
out beautifully. But thinking back to the corral, when everything had been a blur, I wondered, how
could I have lost my attention at the moment I needed it most? And how did I get it back?A
Critical ConnectionThe link between attention and stimulation is well established. This
relationship is the core of understanding attention and learning how to control it. Attention is poor
when you are either understimulated or overstimulated. Attention is best when your level of
stimulation is just right.Psychologists use the term “arousal level” to describe how bored or
excited you feel. It is a physiological term that corresponds to how much or how little adrenaline
is pumping through your system. The amount of adrenaline, in turn, depends on how bored or
excited you feel. Arousal is also called activation or drive.Arousal and adrenaline create a
chicken-and-egg cycle: the more excited you feel, the more adrenaline you pump; the more
adrenaline you pump, the more excited you feel. The boring side of the story works the same
way. The less excited you feel, the less adrenaline you pump; and the less adrenaline you pump,
the less excited you feel. Either way—over- or underactivated—your attention suffers.When
you’re overstimulated and your adrenaline level is too high, you’re in overdrive. Depending on
your thoughts and situation, you might feel intense, overexcited, worried, nervous, angry, or
afraid. Think of the first few moments when you have to give a speech, take a test, or face a
confrontation. Your heart beats harder, your breathing gets shallow, and you feel like your brain
has left the building.When you’re understimulated and your adrenaline level is too low, you’re
underpowered; you lack sufficient drive. You might feel stuck, slow, or unmotivated. Picture
having to write a technical report, clean a cluttered closet, or do your taxes. It’s hard to keep your
mind on what you’re doing. You feel sluggish and sleepy, with a strong urge to check your e-mail,
watch TV, or grab a snack—anything to avoid the boring task at hand.When stimulation is just
right, you’re in a relaxed-alert state: your muscles are relaxed and your mind is alert. Attention
experts call this relaxed-alert state “optimal arousal”—you have an ideal level of drive. You have
adequate stimulation and the right amount of adrenaline, and you feel motivated, confident, and
focused. Envision doing something you genuinely like to do—reading a novel that is a page-
turner, going on a nature walk, or traveling to some interesting new place. You have a sense of
clarity and involvement. Paying attention in a relaxed-alert state is practically effortless.Let’s



return to the day I was horseback riding. Imagine that one of the other riders was so experienced
that the guide’s instructions added no new information. That rider would be bored—under-driven
—and would have a tough time concentrating on what the guide was saying. In contrast, I was at
the other end of the spectrum entirely. I was in overdrive. My brain was a firestorm of adrenaline,
and my concentration was shot. At either extreme, under- or over-driven, your best attention is
out of reach.DRIVE LEVELUnderpoweredOverdriveOptimalStimulationtoo lowtoo
highadequateAdrenalinetoo lowtoo highbalancedStateboredoverexcitedrelaxed-alertFeelingsap
athyfatiguepassivityspacinessindecisionanxietyfearpressurestressirritabilityconfidenceinterestact
ivityclaritymotivationAttentionpoorpoorbestWhen the level of your drive is just right, you feel
sharp and able to concentrate. The other riders, like my daughter, focused easily on the guide.
They were excited by the ride, but not frightened or immobilized. They were stirred to listen, but
not in a swirl, as I was. In their relaxed-alert state, they could pay full attention to the guide, their
horses, and the breathtaking beauty of a coastline trail overlooking the Pacific Ocean. Good
attention has its rewards!The Upside-Down U CurveTo understand the relationship between
attention and stimulation, picture a simple graph that looks like a hill or an upside-down U.
Attention is the vertical axis, increasing upward from worst to best. Stimulation is the horizontal
axis, increasing left to right, from low to high.The left end (going uphill) represents
understimulation, and the right end (going downhill) stands for overstimulation. At both ends,
under- and overstimulation, your attention is at its worst. In the center (the middle of the hill),
stimulation is just right and your attention is at its best. This is your focus zone.It feels good to be
in your zone, where stimulation is sufficient and steady. In this relaxed-alert state of body and
mind, you feel effective and get things done with a power that lasts. You listen well, sustain
attention, organize efficiently, make sound decisions, and finish what you start.The inverted U
has been in the psychological literature for about a century. It illustrates the Yerkes-Dodson law
developed by Robert M. Yerkes, PhD and John D. Dodson, PhD in 1908 to explain the results of
a series of experiments. The law states that performance (or attention) increases with arousal (or
stimulation) but only up to a certain point. When arousal level gets too high, performance
decreases.Your Focus Zone on the Upside-Down U CurveThrough the years, the upside-down
U has continued to serve as a unifying principle to explain findings in biopsychology and
neuroscience. Research studies have confirmed and expanded this classic curvilinear
relationship to include more complex variations. It’s a core teaching in sports psychology, and it
is used by world-class athletes as a model to practice attention control.Sometimes the horizontal
axis—stimulation—is labeled drive, intensity, motivation, level of adrenaline, or physiological
arousal. And sometimes the vertical axis—attention—is labeled selective attention,
concentration, focus, mental performance, or performance efficiency. The center range—your
focus zone—has also been called the optimal range of performance, the individual zone of
optimal functioning (IZOF), and, in sports, the zone.At the very top of the hill, the exact center
resembles a peak. The closer you get to this peak, the closer you get to an ideal state of
stimulation and attention. Athletes have long referred to this state as “peak performance.”



Experts in creativity call it “flow,” and describe it as an altered state of consciousness. The term
was coined by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, PhD, who collected data on thousands of highly focused
individuals, mountain climbers to chess players. The word “flow” best described their experience
when they engaged in self-controlled, goal-related, meaningful actions. Csikszentmihalyi
explained it further as a suspension of time and the freedom to get totally absorbed in what
you’re doing. Artists, musicians, and inventors strive to achieve flow, the pinnacle of the relaxed-
alert state.Although reaching this peak state is ideal for single-purpose undivided attention, it
can be tough to achieve and impractical in the workplace, which is both clock- and interruption-
driven. Fortunately, you don’t have to reach this peak to be in your focus zone. When you’re
anywhere in the center range on the graph, your attention is engaged and you are
productive.Being in your focus zone is a matter of degree. Sometimes you’ll be closer to peak
performance (in the center) and sometimes you’ll be closer to feeling under- or overstimulated
(at each end).Being under- or overstimulated is also a matter of degree. You could be a little
bored or intolerably bored, or a little hyper or very hyper. But if you’re anywhere outside your
zone, you’re likely to run into trouble. Have you ever been at a meeting or lecture when your
thoughts start to wander? You may not have spaced out completely, but you missed some of the
details. Now you’re stuck with the problem of worrying if they were important to you or not.Mild
forms of overstimulation cause problems too. Have you ever felt anxious while taking an exam?
You probably got a lower grade because your concentration was weakened. You didn’t flunk, but
you felt frustrated, since you knew you’d studied hard and had the answers somewhere in your
mind. They would have come to you more easily if you’d been in your focus zone.Being in Your
ZoneWhen it comes to paying attention, your zone is definitely the place to be. We’ve all been
there at some time, and when we are, it feels great. Think of the last time you were doing
something you genuinely like to do—a pet project, hobby, or sport. You might have been
researching a favorite topic, organizing your music, or conversing with a friend. Remember what
it felt like to be engaged in what you were doing—relaxed, yet energized? You may recall feeling
a pleasant sense of purpose, meaning, and motivation. You may even have thought to yourself, “I
wish it could be like this all the time.”The good news is that most of the time it can be. With
practice, you can teach yourself how to stay in your zone. Like Olympic athletes who practice
psychological skills, you can stay in your focus zone by choice. This is true whether you’re
working on some truly boring task or at the other extreme, facing a once-in-a-lifetime moment of
high-stakes tension. Top performers have trained themselves to do this reliably and you can,
too.Understanding OverstimulationFirst, let’s take a closer look at what happens when you’re
overexcited. When most people think of an adrenaline rush, they imagine euphoria, like the thrill
of a roller-coaster ride. We pay money to ride on a roller coaster. It’s fun. We regard this
experience as desirable.But “overstimulation” refers to the total state of your brain and body
when you’re pumping too much adrenaline, and usually that’s undesirable. Your heart beats
faster and your focus either bounces around or gets stuck in one place. A roller-coaster ride is
an exception. You can scream and still smile because the rational part of your brain knows you’re



safe and not actually on a train going over a cliff.Usually, in an overstimulated state, fear is not
your friend. Your perception of fear triggers a fight-or-flight response in the survival part of your
brain, whether this response is helpful to you or not. Even knowing the fun that lies ahead, have
you ever felt the sudden urge to duck out the exit gate when it’s your turn to step onto the roller
coaster? That’s adrenaline fueling your impulse to flee.In other fear-evoking situations, the
survival part of your brain pumps adrenaline because it assumes you’ll need to fight. You may be
preparing to have a difficult meeting with your boss, and you sense that you may lose status or
money. The survival part of your brain reacts to this danger as though you have to fight off an
attack from a wild animal. It pumps adrenaline to increase your physical strength and give hair-
trigger speed to your reflexes.Signs of mild fight or flight in your thoughts, words, or actions are
flags that you’re going into overdrive. Common signs of fight include feeling cranky,
argumentative, or overly critical of yourself or others. Common signs of flight include worry,
anxiety, and rumination, although the connection between these feelings and the impulse to flee
may not be as readily apparent. These feelings result when the survival part of your brain wants
you to get away, but you’re at work or caught in traffic and you can’t get up and leave. Without
realizing it, you do the only thing a trapped person can do—you escape in your mind. You flee
mentally from the reality of the here and now, with adrenaline-fueled thoughts of past, future, or
even imagined fears and mistakes.Different Activities, Different ZonesEvery activity has its own
zone or optimal state of adrenaline-fueled drive. At game time, an NFL linebacker needs to
pump a lot more adrenaline than you do when you sit down to write your quarterly sales report.
Generally speaking, physical activities require more adrenaline, which sends strength to the
body to physically fight or flee. Mental activities require less adrenaline because adrenaline
gives the body extra physical strength by diverting blood flow away from the brain. For mental
activities, the brain wants all the blood flow it can get.In sports psychology, the zone for each
sport is determined by its ratio of physical strength to mental skill. Boxing, for example, requires
force and might, so the optimal adrenaline level for boxing is high. Tennis or golf demands great
concentration, so the optimal adrenaline level is much lower. In the language of sports
psychology, the inverted U curve for boxing is higher on the arousal continuum than it is for
tennis or golf. Being in the zone is important for all athletes, but the levels that define the zone
itself depend on the demands of the particular sport.In your own life, the levels that define your
zone depend on what you’re doing and how much—or how little—adrenaline it demands. Nearly
all information-age jobs require mostly mental activity. Gathering data, managing spreadsheets,
writing reports, teleconferencing, and creating computer code are mental, not physical, tasks.
When you sit at your desk or your computer to concentrate, you perform better with less
adrenaline. A construction worker who is lifting, digging, and hammering all day needs
more.During the course of a day as you go from activity to activity, the amount of adrenaline you
need to stay in your focus zone changes. If you’re conducting a sales conference, you need
animation and passion more than attention to detail. If you’re reviewing the wording of a contract,
it’s just the opposite. Sometimes, you need to shift quickly. If you’re giving a presentation, you



want fire in your voice; but then during the question-and-answer period, it’s time for careful
listening, accurate recall, and concise responses.Have you ever been in a conversation when
someone said something a bit intrusive or asked you a pointed question, and you felt mildly
threatened or provoked? You couldn’t come up with an incisive answer and may even have felt
brain locked. That’s because an immediate shot of adrenaline had kicked you into a hyperalert
state. Later on—usually in the shower—you thought of exactly what you wished you had said at
that moment. This is because you returned to a relaxed-alert state. You came back to your focus
zone.A Two-Step ProcessWhen you’re not in your zone and you lose control of your attention,
what’s actually happening is that your adrenaline level is wrong for your current situation. Your
brain is pumping either too much or too little adrenaline to get the job done.Fortunately, you have
choices. Like an elite athlete, you can reclaim your attention by getting back into your focus zone.
You can use your thoughts, feelings, and actions to change your adrenaline level.Remember the
chicken-and-egg cycle: too much stimulation causing too much adrenaline, and so on? Well, the
good news is that you can break this cycle. Using the same psychological skills that elite athletes
use, you can increase or decrease your stimulation as needed, and adjust the adrenaline levels
inside your brain. You can return to a relaxed-alert state and get back in charge of your own
attention.Think of any sport that requires balance—skating, skiing, bicycling. At speeds that are
either too slow or fast, you do not feel in control no matter how hard you try. Regaining control
becomes a two-step process. First you need to realize that you’re losing control. Then you need
to speed up or slow down to regain your balance.When you feel distracted, bored, or provoked,
regaining your attention is also a two-step process. First you need to realize that you’re out of
your zone. Then you need to apply a skill or a strategy to get back in. There are many ways to do
this. In Part II, you’ll learn key methods for the situations you face every day.TO REGAIN LOST
ATTENTIONStep 1. Stop and notice you’re no longer in your focus zone.Step 2. Choose a
strategy to either rev up or calm down.The eight keychains give you effective ways to do both.Is
Multitasking Good or Bad?In today’s world, we all multitask. As you read this, are you also
munching on a snack, listening to music, or maybe flying to Chicago? The burning question of
our time is: does all this multitasking help or hurt?The upside-down U addresses this question. If
you’re underpowered, multitasking is good because an additional activity adds stimulation and
gets you into your focus zone. Let’s say you’re crunching some code and your mind starts to
wander. You notice you’re getting bored, so you open a window on the bottom of your screen
and download some rock music videos to glance at and keep you pumped as you work. The
added stim(ulation) gets you back into your zone.At the other end of the curve, if you’re in
overdrive, multitasking will only make matters worse. Let’s say you’re working on a project under
deadline. Other members of the team constantly call, text, e-mail, instant-message, and even
walk up to your desk to interrupt you. Your mind is racing, and you may feel the impulse to
download some rock videos, but the added stim will cost you in performance and productivity.It
can also happen that you’re crunching code, you get bored, and you download a rock video
that’s so awesome you can’t stop watching it. You’ve increased your stimulation but you’ve



added too much. By overshooting your focus zone, you trade one problem for another. Now
you’re caught in a time-wasting cycle of attention swings from one end of the upside-down U to
the other.The video ends and you’re overexcited, but it’s time to get back to work. You try, but
compared to the rock video, the code is even more boring than before. You make yourself work
on it but soon you start to chat or check e-mail in another window. Again, multitasking gives you
a spurt of stimulation. But again, you’re too pumped to crunch code. You get absorbed in
checking out the jokes and links your buddies sent you, until you notice the clock. You try one
more time to force yourself to face the code, which, in contrast, is now more boring than ever.
You hang in there as long as you can, then give up and check your RSS feed to post comments
on your favorite blogs. What you could have done in an hour has taken half a day.Mindful
MultitaskingThe key to multitasking is to use it strategically. This can be a challenge, because it’s
hard to be honest with ourselves when it comes to stimulation. As you’ll learn in Chapter 3, our
brains are biased toward stimulants whether they’re good for us or not.Take cell phones, for
example. About 75 percent of all drivers report using their phone while driving. We like to talk
and drive. Yet research using driving simulators reveals that when drivers are on cell phones,
they’re more likely to be in traffic accidents, miss more traffic signals, and react more slowly. We
ignore what researchers call “inattention blindness”—missing important cues when our attention
is incomplete. The stim centers in our brains prefer that we don’t know we’re at risk, because
we’re drawn to the stim of driving and talking.Does this mean you should never use your cell
phone when driving? In today’s world, how impractical is that? A commonsense approach is to
keep the upside-down U in mind. Use a hands-free set and be aware of the impact of adding
more stimulation to each situation that you’re in. Ask yourself what it’s doing to your ability to stay
in your focus zone.Mindful multitasking is one of the keys on the change-of-state keychain that
you’ll learn about in Chapter 5. Mindful multitasking means that you consciously check in with
yourself and determine the focus zone you need for each new situation—in your car; at your
desk; or with your family, friends, or coworkers. Every situation requires its own judgment call.
Sometimes you’ll choose to multitask and sometimes you won’t. But with mindful multitasking,
you don’t automatically answer a ring, beep, or interrupting voice. You make a deliberate
decision based on reason and strategy.Psych Up or Settle Down?Finding your focus zone isn’t
always easy. Not only does it change from activity to activity, but it’s different from one person to
the next. Personality, physiology, style of thinking, age, and experience are all factors. You may
not be able to talk, e-mail, and instant-message at the same time, but your child probably can.
And in your child’s classroom, while some students get distracted by papers rattling, chairs
moving, and classmates whispering, others do not.Just as we each have a different face and
different fingerprints, we each have a different brain chemistry. Your adrenaline thresholds are
unique to you. The way in which you metabolize adrenaline determines your relationship with
stimulation, and your own, personal focus zone.As you read Find Your Focus Zone, you’ll get
better at recognizing when you’re in your zone or not, and what to do to stay there. Sometimes,
you may feel as if you’re underpowered, but the deeper problem is too much adrenaline.



Procrastination is a good example.Let’s say you’re postponing straightening out your finances, or
getting the information you need to make a health-related decision. On the surface it looks like
you just don’t want to sit down and start a low-stim job like organizing or doing research. But
deep down you’re scared. You’re afraid of how much debt you might be in, or of possibly needing
a risky operation. Fear and the adrenaline that goes with it stop you before you even get the
chance to face boredom as a problem. Before you can go forward, you need to deal with your
fear calmly and get back into your focus zone.Many capable parents have come to my office
bewildered by what happens at homework time. The harder they try to get their child to sit down
and focus, the more the child argues, gets upset, or spaces out. Trying to act responsibly, they’ll
threaten to ground their child or take privileges away. But this does not get the child fired up to
work. Instead the child gets immobilized or has a meltdown.The problem is that the child’s
arguing, upset, and spaciness are signs of a fight-or-flight response—a result of his
unacknowledged fear. On the outside, the child might look bored or defiant. But on the inside,
even though he himself may not realize it, he’s scared he can’t do it, will make mistakes, or won’t
do as well as his peers. He’s got too much, not too little adrenaline pumping. His parents’ threat
just makes him pump even more and pushes him farther out of his focus zone. Instead of getting
motivated, the child gets overwhelmed.Back at the ranch, scared stiff in the saddle, I may have
looked like my mind was a million miles away and I was bored. But if someone had yelled at me
to pay attention, I probably would’ve burst into tears. I needed to lower my adrenaline level so I
could regain concentration. I had to keep my panic in check—and ride it out—until I relaxed
enough to get back into my focus zone.2Bored, Hyper, or BothWhen a player comes to
recognize that learning to focus may be more valuable to him than a backhand, he shifts from
being primarily a player of the outer game to being a player of the Inner Game. Then, instead of
learning to focus to improve his tennis, he practices tennis to improve his focus.—W. TIMOTHY
GALLWEYA perennial favorite, The Inner Game of Tennis teaches the secret of staying focused
on the court: let go of pressure and relax. Gallwey names the voice of self-criticism as the
number-one enemy of focused play: “I should have gotten that one,” “I should be quicker on my
feet,” “I should take my racket back lower in my backswing.” These “shoulds” knock you out of
your focus zone into both ends of the upside-down U curve. At one extreme, they cause tension,
so you feel worried and anxious. At the other, they rob you of the joy of play, so you also feel
bored and underpowered.In today’s world, we have our own set of shoulds: “I should work faster
and get more done,” “I should make more money than I’m making,” “I should have closed that
deal, made that call, sold that stock.” As in tennis, these “shoulds” create both tension and
boredom. They swing you back and forth from over- to understimulated.The swings start when
you drive yourself too hard, and then you burn out, feel unmotivated, and lose your focus.
Feeling low, you blame yourself. Then, to stop feeling guilty, you drive yourself even harder.
Riding an attention swing like this, you feel like a yo-yo. You pass through your focus zone, but
you don’t get to stay there very long.Attention swings are symptomatic of digital-age distraction,
but everyone has a different style. While most people swing back and forth, some lean more



toward one side of the upside-down U or the other. Remember the three lists of questions in the
Introduction? Did you find that one described you better than the others—having attention
swings, being scattered and spacey, or being hyperfast and hyperfocused?In this chapter, you’ll
read about Joe, Meg, and Todd, whose stories are based on people I’ve seen in my practice.
Joe has attention swings. Meg is too scattered and spacey. And Todd is too hyperfast and
hyperfocused.You’ll relate to some but not all aspects of these profiles. And you’ll see glimpses
of people you know, but with differences, too. Even though we’re each individual, we’re alike
enough to learn from one another.Attention Swings Miss the ZoneJoe is a brilliant engineer at a
small high-tech company. He has a reputation as the man to see if you’ve got a tough problem to
solve, but only if you catch him at the right time. Joe has trouble getting started. In the morning,
he just can’t settle down and concentrate. Lost in thought, Joe wanders to the coffee machine,
then sits down and surfs the net until he’s focused enough to work. Not long after he gets back
from lunch, Joe is in the same half-present state.On the other hand, if there’s a crisis or an
exciting new project, Joe comes alive. When a virus caused the servers to crash, Joe stayed up
all night and got the network back online. But after that, Joe got fascinated with virus code and
continued to analyze it at the expense of his ongoing projects.At meetings, Joe gets restless and
can’t resist text messaging and checking e-mail. He gets involved with his messages and misses
the discussion. His ideas have greatly helped his company, yet Joe gets mixed performance
reviews instead of the outstanding ones that his contributions deserve.At home, it seems Joe
has just the opposite problem. He’d rather start something new than finish what he’s begun. His
computer desk is stacked with papers and discs, he’s still wiring his home entertainment system,
and he’s promised prints of photos to family members and friends from several Christmases ago.
Joe likes to surf the net and play video games. He gets so engrossed that if his wife calls him for
dinner or his kids ask for help with their homework, he snaps at them. That’s why he does it late
at night, after everyone else is in bed.Joe says he can’t clear his computer desk until he has a
long enough block of time to do it; he wants more information before he makes final decisions on
the home entertainment system; and he can’t print photos until he’s cleared his computer desk.
On a typical Saturday morning, Joe looks at all he has to do, feels overwhelmed, and doesn’t
make much headway on his ongoing projects. What he’d really like to do is get some new
multimedia software so he can make cool home videos, but he’s afraid to tell his wife.Under- and
OverstimulatedJoe is a poster boy for digital-age distraction. He spends the first few hours of
each workday on the understimulated side of the upside-down U curve. He is too bored to do his
job. When he faces the novelty of a new project or a threat like a computer virus, his adrenaline
surges and kicks him into his focus zone. Joe doesn’t stay there long, though. He goes into an
overstimulated state and can’t shift his focus back to his usual job.At meetings, Joe gets caught
in the same kind of pendulum swing. He gets bored with the discussion, then overstimulated
checking messages, then even more bored trying to get back into a discussion that no longer
involves him.At home, when Joe is bored, he starts a new project. The adrenaline he gets from
the novelty of it keeps him in his zone for a while, but soon he’s bored again. He bounces from



one unfinished project to the next, without the benefit of feeling the satisfaction that comes from
completing a job. Because he’s not in his focus zone, Joe stalls on making decisions, and self-
doubt gets the better of him. He longs to escape his boredom and indecision by doing what he
does best: start a new project.The habit of staying up late at night is a big contributor to Joe’s
attention swings. Joe is conditioned to his late-night stim and he likes it. He feels alive and free,
with no one telling him what to do. But lack of sleep causes Joe to greet each new day on the
under-stimulated side of the curve. To get himself going, Joe drinks coffee and eats doughnuts.
This propels him into an overstimulated state. Joe gets his work done, but not without cost. As
the effects of the caffeine and sugar wear off, he nosedives into an understimulated state after
lunch. Joe continues to swing back and forth all day, using coffee and sweets as stimulants that
kick him from one side of the upside-down U to the other.Overstimulation Can Make You Too
HyperfastOverstimulation looks different at different times, and Joe is a good example. At home
on Saturday morning, when Joe feels overstimulated, his mind races and he gets too hyperfast.
His adrenaline gives him a big boost of energy, but he squanders it jumping from one project to
the next. If you talk with Joe when he’s in this state, he’ll tell you his future plans to expand his
projects. While his propensity for brainstorming is a valuable asset, Joe gets stuck in his idea-
generating mode when it’s time to settle down to business.I’ve chosen the words “too hyperfast”
to communicate that, in the big picture, this extreme is ineffective and inefficient. Although being
hyperfast sounds like a very good thing—a kind of superpower you wish for when there’s work to
be done—being too hyperfast is wasteful and unsustainable. You lose your ability to stay
focused to the finish. And even if you force yourself to stick with one project, you quickly burn out
and fall into an attention swing.Overstimulation Can Make You Too HyperfocusedLate at night,
when Joe is overstimulated, or when he starts a new project at work, Joe gets hyper in a
different way—he gets into an intense state of being too hyperfocused. His high level of
adrenaline narrows his attention. He gets glued to what he is doing, unable to see the bigger
picture. Surfing the net or watching video games, Joe forgets the time, his need for sleep, and
his commitment to his family. At work, when he starts a new project, he neglects his routine
responsibilities.Again, I use the term “too hyperfocused” because being hyperfocused is a useful
skill and a desirable state. But an overstimulated state of being too hyperfocused is more like
getting super glued stuck. You can’t move on without ungluing yourself first. In this restrictive
state of overstimulation, Joe can’t stop focusing on one and only one thing, and is headed for
burnout and attention swings.Being Too Hyperfocused Is Not Flow or Peak PerformanceWhen
Joe is engrossed surfing the net or playing video games, to an outside observer he looks as if
he’s in his focus zone. He’s so absorbed in what he’s doing that he appears to be in a state of
flow, the type of peak performance identified by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi described in Chapter
1.In a number of ways, being too hyperfocused looks like flow: total concentration, deep
involvement, a sense of challenge, and losing track of time. But the critical difference is the
presence of tension in a state of extreme hyperfocus. In contrast, when you’re in a state of flow
or peak performance, you remain relaxed.In extreme hyperfocus, adrenaline builds. Your



intensity locks you into a narrow field of focus and takes away your freedom of choice. You keep
a white-knuckled grip on what you’re doing, and start to devalue other activities, even ones you
usually like. The stirrings of addiction are not far from the surface.On the other hand, flow or
peak performance is the pinnacle of your focus zone, a relaxed-alert state. Attention flows easily
because just the right amount of adrenaline is pumping. Csikszentmihalyi describes it as a calm
state of balance and joy, characterized by openness, flexibility, and freedom of thought.Too
Hyperfocused vs. FlowToo HyperfocusedFlowStatetenserelaxedAccepts
MistakesnoyesSustainablenoyesSo when Joe is at his computer at night, how can he tell if he’s
trapped in an overaroused state of hyperfocus or enjoying a relaxed state of flow? One way is
his reaction to frustration. If he finds himself able to accept mistakes and setbacks, he’s probably
in a state of flow. But if he slams his joystick because the action just got frantic in his video game,
he’s overstimulated and too hyperfocused.Another tip-off is how well Joe allows for reasonable
interruption. When you’re in your zone, you certainly don’t want to be interrupted, but if you are
and the interruption is for a good cause, you can accept it in an amicable way. Without meaning
to, Joe scowls at his family so that they’ll leave him alone. This is a sign that he’s pumping too
much adrenaline and is too hyperfocused. If, on the other hand, Joe could leave his games with
a good attitude, it would be a sign that he had been in his focus zone.Scattered and Spacey
Miss the ZoneMeg is a graphic artist in business for herself. She has a reputation for her ability
to use color and design in unique ways. But Meg has difficulty with administrative details and
finishing work on time. Although she makes a decent income, she spends it on late fees and
penalties for missed deadlines. Sometimes she loses customers who like her and her work, but
need their jobs done faster than she can deliver.Most of the other graphic artists use their
computers to keep track of their business. They’ve streamlined bookkeeping tasks like printing
invoices and paying bills. Meg knows she needs to start using an electronic spreadsheet, but
just hasn’t gotten around to it yet.Meg lives in an apartment downtown. She seldom has guests
because her place is a mess. As an artist, she feels frustrated, because this offends her
aesthetic sensibilities. Nonetheless, she lives with rooms full of clutter and stacks of
sketchbooks and magazines everywhere. Her closets and drawers are a conglomeration of
whatever was lying around the last time she cleaned.Meg has many friends and she enjoys
doing them favors. It seems that every time she blocks out time to reorganize her home, friends
call to ask her to help redecorate theirs. Meg readily agrees because she likes to feel needed
and figures she can always clean her own apartment some other time.Like Joe and all the rest of
us in the digital age of distraction, Meg has attention swings. Sometimes when she’s creating
new designs, she isolates herself for days and doesn’t answer her door, phone, or e-mail. Then,
when she finishes, she goes out with friends, or stays in and visits chat rooms until dawn the
next morning. But although Meg has some attention swings, most of the time she’s at the
underpowered end of the upside-down U.After the creative phase of a project is done, Meg has
a hard time with low stim jobs such as measuring, figuring out dimensions, and writing detailed
instructions for the printer. She runs low on adrenaline and puts off boring tasks like writing up



her orders and invoices. These chores pile up and hang over her head like a dark shadow.
Although she’s bright and resourceful, Meg hasn’t yet computerized her tasks, because she
seldom has time to do anything but catch up. Knowing she’s constantly behind, having to
apologize and pay late fees, Meg feels a little guilty almost all the time.Doing favors for her
friends gives Meg an instant reprieve from her guilt over her procrastination. While she’s helping
others, Meg’s adrenaline levels perk up and she regains her focus. That’s why, when friends call,
she says yes the way a thirsty person drinks water. Meg goes out with friends often—to movies,
restaurants, and the theater. She enjoys the release this gives her. But when Meg comes home,
her adrenaline goes down again, and her focus gets as muddled as her closets and drawers.Too
Hyperfast and Too Hyperfocused Miss the ZoneTodd is a finance officer who is young for his
high-level position. Ambitious and hardworking, he rose rapidly in his field. Although some might
call him a type A workaholic, Todd protests. “You don’t know what a type A workaholic is unless
you’ve met my dad.” Todd’s dad spent most of his time at the office. Except for major holidays, he
missed family meals.Because Todd didn’t get to know his own dad, he promised himself he
would not be an absent dad, too. And in his mind, he’s not. Although he’s responsible for
managing millions of dollars in assets, Todd still makes it a priority to spend time with his
family.Todd lives in California, but does business on a daily basis with people in New York.
Because of the time difference, he starts his day early. Every morning, Todd brings his laptop to
the breakfast table, and tracks stock quotes and instant messages while the family eats
together. He prides himself in his ability to do his work and still be with his children, unlike his
own father. Todd rapidly shifts his focus from computer screen to kitchen table, although
sometimes a stock ticker or sudden price change grabs his attention and he gets totally
absorbed in his work.At the office, when an employee he supervises comes in to talk, Todd
keeps one eye on his monitor, on the lookout for incoming messages. When a big deal is coming
through, everyone knows enough to stay out of Todd’s way.At school, Todd’s older daughter,
Becky, has poor concentration. Her teacher thinks she may have attention deficit disorder. When
the school counselor asks her why she doesn’t listen in the classroom, she argues and insists
that she does. Becky says she is multitasking like her dad and that it’s a waste of time to sit in the
classroom and not be getting something else done too. Recently, Becky wasn’t invited on a
sleepover with the other girls in her class. Todd’s wife has seen her acting bossy with other
children. The school counselor suspects low self-esteem.Todd has a high tolerance for
adrenaline. So did his dad and so does his daughter. Todd gets a lot done; he is a skillful
multitasker. But once Todd gets his motor started, he drives himself right past his focus zone,
directly into an overstimulated state. His focus gets narrowed and Todd, his coworkers, and his
family pay the price.When it comes to his family, Todd’s intentions are good as gold. But this
does not mean that the results of his actions are what he intends them to be. When Todd
multitasks at the breakfast table, his daughter’s mirror neurons—the brain mechanism for
learning from a model—are firing away. Automatically and with no one realizing it, Todd’s
daughter is learning to mirror the pattern of her dad’s divided attention.Thank you for
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and I live in a 24/7 culture, and someone is always upping the ante. New technology makes you
more productive but pressures you to pick up the pace. You have a new cell phone? Good. Now,
your boss can reach you on your day off. Wireless PDA, huh? Excellent. We’ll expect e-mails,
too. Mini-PC? Even better. We’ll instant-message you those files. . . . Whether you work inside or
outside your home, you juggle a schedule of constant demands and always-on electronics.
Multitasking is rampant. For better or worse, we’re rewiring our brains for what the technology
industry now calls “continuous partial attention.”In the digital age of distraction, we function at
new levels of stimulation and anxiety. The Internet spews information like a fire hose, but to
digest information we need to sip it through a straw. Overwhelmed and overloaded, we have no
time to process or reflect. Sunday is not a day of rest, but an attempt to catch up and clear your
clutter. Old ways of paying attention can’t keep up. We need new tools.Attention Makes the



DifferenceHaving control over your attention is a critical skill. I specialize in working with human
attention because paying attention matters. Every one of us needs the ability to direct our
attention, or we will not reach our goals. In my thirty years of practice as a clinical psychologist,
I’ve helped thousands of people solve myriad problems by improving their attention. Learning
attention management skills has made life better for just about everyone who has walked
through my door, not just for those with attention deficit disorder.This morning, for instance, my
first appointment was with an executive who’d recently had a heart attack. He came to see me to
learn stress management skills that will help him prevent another one. His biggest challenge is
to get his mind off his highly competitive workplace when it’s time for him to go home and relax.
Next, I saw a woman in her thirties who is battling depression. “Everyone tells you to stay
positive,” she observed, “but no one tells you how.” I’m going to help her unglue her attention
from negative thoughts of worry, blame, and self-criticism, and focus instead on hope, trust, and
self-appreciation.I saw a college student with social anxiety who’s learning to redirect his
attention away from his memories of rejection and onto cues he can get from others so he can
succeed in social situations. Then came a baby boomer trying to lose weight, struggling to pay
more attention to fruits and vegetables than to rich sauces and pastries. A young perfectionist
couple have a weekly appointment with me to practice ways to focus on each other’s humanity,
not on each other’s faults. Attention control is a necessary ingredient for each of us to be healthy,
happy, and successful.How Does Digital-Age Distraction Hurt You?When it comes to attention
and the digital age, we each have different strengths and vulnerabilities. What’s your style? Are
you prone to attention swings, back and forth between boredom and overdrive? Or do you tend
toward one end or the other—lost in space or racing against the clock with no time to spare?
Take a moment to ask yourself which style describes you best.Do You Have Attention Swings?
Most people today fluctuate between boredom and overdrive. Do you: Buy books that grab you
at the store, but don’t finish reading them at home? Buy the latest high-tech gadget, play with it
while it’s new, then turn it into a bookend (to hold up all those unfinished books)? Stop what
you’re doing to answer a cool e-mail, but have two or more half-written e-mails in your drafts
folder? Agree to go to places that sound like fun when you’re invited, then make up excuses
when it’s actually time to stop what you’re doing and go? Ambitiously start a diet by buying
ingredients for unusual recipes, but toss them out when they grow mold and turn into a science
project in your fridge?Are You Scattered and Spacey?Some people find that they’re more the
scattered and spacey type. It’s a constant challenge for them to stick with what they’re doing.
They spend a lot of time overextended, underpowered, and indecisive. Do you: Go to the store,
browse through some books, see one you like, put off deciding whether to buy it or not, go
home, wish you’d bought it, and eventually go back to the store only to find that it’s no longer on
the shelf? Put off buying the latest high-tech gadget, and when you finally do get it, leave it in the
box until your tech-savvy neighbor comes over to set it up for you? Have six or more half-written
e-mails in your drafts folder? Agree to go to places that sound like fun when you’re invited, look
forward to going, and then arrive late no matter what time you started to get ready? Consider



starting a diet for a few weeks, go to the bookstore to find (but not buy) a diet book, read
magazine articles about losing weight, and put a recipe on your refrigerator door (if there’s room)
to think about it awhile?Are You Hyperfast and Hyperfocused?Some people are wired for speed
and intensity. They find it hard to say no to constant stimulation. Do you: Go only to bookstores
that have wifi so you can stay connected while you’re there? Be the first to own the latest high-
tech gadget, trade up your current gadgets for the next generation right away, and have a gadget
for every purpose? Check your e-mail continuously and wrt msgs ryt awy lk ths? Agree to go to
places that sound like fun when you’re invited but in the back of your mind know that if a better
opportunity comes up you will call and cancel? If you need to lose weight, gulp down breakfast
shakes and power bars—a great reason to eat on the run!Whatever your style, you will benefit
from Find Your Focus Zone.I Had to Study AttentionMy career-long interest in attention began in
graduate school in the mid-1970s. Completing a doctoral dissertation was not easy for me. While
my neighborhood chums were out partying, I had to sit at my desk, read dry professional
journals, methodically and meticulously design and conduct research, and produce technical
writing. I remember going to see my adviser for his review of the first draft of my master’s thesis.
“Lucy Jo,” he said, “Your writing is so passionate.” I beamed, but it was a short-lived moment of
glory. “Scientific writing,” he continued in a monotone voice, “is dispassionate.”To get through
this, I needed to figure out how to make myself buckle down and stick with a lot of tedious work.
Then it hit me: why not do my dissertation on ways to resist distraction?At that time,
psychologists had just begun to use cognitive methods to help people lift their moods, face fear,
decrease anxiety, manage anger, and improve their habits. A cognitive method is a technique to
change the way you feel and act by changing the way you think. I wondered if cognitive methods
could be used with success to train a person to pay attention. I chose as my topic: “Cognitive
Strategies for Self-Control: The Use of Self-Instruction to Resist Distraction.”I put together a tape
of highly distracting audio—snippets of juicy gossip, riffs of rock-and-roll, and bits and pieces of
stand-up comedy and funny skits. I had to test it first to make sure it was as distracting to others
as it was to me. Word got out about my project, and undergraduates lined up outside my office to
volunteer for that part of the study!For the experiment itself, I tested sixty subjects, one by one. I
asked each subject to proofread while listening to the distracting tape. I let subjects know they
were being observed through a oneway mirror as they read, while they continually underlined
text and looked for errors to circle. Behind the mirror, three trained raters with stopwatches
measured the amount of time each subject spent at work, and counted the number of
“departures from task,” that is, the number of times that a subject looked away, paused too long,
or lifted his pencil from the page.Beforehand, each subject had been randomly assigned to one
of five groups. I’d trained four of the groups with four different types of cognitive strategies to use
while proofreading: (1) A thought-stopping self-instruction—silently saying, “No, I will not listen”;
or its short form, “No.” (2) A vaccination model—the same thought-stopping strategy with the
same amount of practice time but with the distracting sounds gradually increased from soft to
loud during practice. (3) A goal-visualization self-instruction—silently saying, “I will do my work”;



or its short form, “Work.” (4) A blocking strategy—humming silently. I didn’t train the fifth group;
they served as a control.The subjects in the four groups who received training in any of the
cognitive strategies did significantly better than the control subjects with no training. The trained
subjects spent more time at work and departed from their tasks fewer times. It didn’t seem to
matter exactly which cognitive strategy they had been taught. Any strategy worked better than
no strategy. I’d probably still be writing the introduction to my dissertation if I had not used
cognitive strategies myself.Your Focus ZoneSince then I’ve pursued my interest in attention,
both in research and practice. I found that most of the progress in improving human attention
came from sports psychology, so I decided to advance my knowledge and skills by training with
an eight-time Olympic sports psychologist.I learned that, when it comes to staying focused, elite
athletes face two distinct challenges: long, boring hours of practice; and high-stakes, high-
pressure events. To map out which cognitive strategies they need for each of these two types of
challenges, athletes use an upside-down U curve, which you’ll learn about in Chapter 1. At one
end of the curve, they’re underactivated. In other words, they’re not stimulated enough to pay
attention, as when they start to train months before a race. Then they need cognitive strategies
to psych themselves up. At the other end of the curve, athletes are overactivated or too
stimulated to concentrate. Typically this happens at the event, as they nervously wait at the
starting line. Then they need cognitive strategies to calm themselves down. In the middle of the
curve, athletes are in the zone and have the best control over their attention. Here they use
strategies to check on themselves and make sure they stay in a relaxed-alert state.The upside-
down U fits with the results of my doctoral study. All the strategies I taught my subjects worked
because they all prevented overstimulation. The subjects’ attention improved because they
filtered out the interfering sounds of the distracting tape. By limiting their own levels of
stimulation, the subjects stayed in their focus zone.The upside-down U also explains many of
the problems people face today when they encounter daily distraction. As our culture has
become more mobile, high-speed, techno-stressed, information-cluttered, and media-saturated,
we are getting pushed out of our focus zones without even realizing it. We accept as normal a
chronic state of being either overactivated or exhausted. We wind up in a continuous state of
partial attention in which our choices slip away from us and our quality of life suffers.For years,
I’ve been helping people of all ages find their focus zones by applying the principles and
techniques in this book. I’m pleased and excited now to share these ideas and tools with you,
too.The Age of the Short Attention SpanIf I were conducting my doctoral study today, I wonder if
I’d even need to play a distracting audiotape. We each have our own internal tapes running on a
perpetual loop inside our heads. As you read this, are you also thinking, Who needs a return call
today? . . . Did I check my e-mail? . . . Is my cell phone charged? . . . What time is it? . . . Whose
turn is it to cook dinner? . . . You may even be glancing at your BlackBerry to see if you have a
new message. (Do you?)Digital-age distraction is everywhere. In 1971 the average American
was targeted by 560 daily advertising messages. Not counting spam or pop-up ads by 1997, that
number increased to more than 3,000 messages per day and it continues to rise. According to a



study done at the University of California, Berkeley:• Worldwide storage of new material has
been growing at a rate of over 30 percent a year.• More than 5 billion instant messages per day
were sent in 2002. (AOL began its instant messaging service in 1997.)• There are 21,264 TV
stations in the world, producing 31 million hours of original programming, and 123 million hours
of total programming per year.There has never been a time when taking charge of your attention
has been so necessary. Everyone has too much to do and too little time to do it. Downtime has
all but disappeared. Someone somewhere is ringing, buzzing, or jabbering from a screen,
bringing you dazzling, digitalized distractions to push you further and make you jump faster
from . . . what was it you were supposed to be doing? Our need for sleep has gone up, but our
time for sleep has gone down. We turn to caffeine and sugar as our stay awake pals, but they
sabotage our attention even as they fuel it.The Benefits of Better AttentionThe solutions and
strategies in this book will help you to stay on track when the phone rings, the fax hums, and
you’ve got mail. You’ll learn skills you can use right away. You’ll also be able to teach them to your
kids as they cut their teeth on digital distractions.Imagine feeling confident that coworkers can
interrupt, ads pop up on your screen, and impulses jump into your brain, yet you’ll stay focused
and get your work done on time. Picture the people you care about feeling secure in their
knowledge of how much you care, because you listen attentively. Envision taking charge of the
way others see you, because you have more awareness of how you look to them.The skills you
learn in Find Your Focus Zone will help you:• Beat procrastination and face boring
jobs• Overcome obstacles and finish what you start• Prevent yourself from getting overwhelmed
and burned out• Build trust in your close relationships• Boost your self-confidence• Increase
your efficiency and effectiveness• Persevere even when you make mistakesChildren Do as We
Do (Not as We Say)I wrote my first book, Dreamers, Discoverers, and Dynamos (formerly titled
The Edison Trait) for parents and teachers. One night, at a workshop, a mother stood up to say,
“Dr. Palladino, it’s not just kids who are more scatterbrained than ever. It’s us, their parents. The
adults need help first.”That mom was right on target. In Find Your Focus Zone, you’ll read about
“mirror neurons,” one of the most important recent discoveries in brain science. We each have a
mirror neuron system that fires identically whether we ourselves perform an action or watch
someone else perform it. Mirror neurons might just as well be called “role-model neurons.” When
your child sees you half-listening, her mirror neuron system fires as if she is half-listening too.
When she sees you giving your full attention, her mirror neuron system fires as if she’s fully
attending as well. In other words, your actions condition hers, automatically and involuntarily.The
great psychologist Carl Jung once said, “If there is anything we wish to change in the child, we
should first examine it and see whether it is not something that could better be changed in
ourselves.” Children’s minds are as impressionable as warm wax. If you’re a parent, the most
compelling reason to improve your own attention might well be to set the best example possible
for your child.In the Chapters AheadFind Your Focus Zone is divided into four parts. In Part I,
you’ll learn about your focus zone, the upside-down U curve, and the link between learning and
brain pathways to pay attention. Part II covers emotional, mental, and behavior skills and gives



you eight sets of keys, so you can choose the strategies that will work best for you. The Eight
KeychainsKeychain 1 Self-AwarenessKeychain 2 Change of StateKeychain 3 Procrastination
BustersKeychain 4 Anti-AnxietyKeychain 5 Intensity ControlKeychain 6 Motivate
YourselfKeychain 7 Stay on TrackKeychain 8 Healthy HabitsPart III teaches you how to use
these keys to unlock success in our digital age of distraction—how to handle interruption and
overload in the workplace, how to work from home or in transit, and what to do if you or someone
you care about has attention deficit disorder (ADD). In Part IV, you’ll learn how to teach your kids
to pay attention and what it takes to stay successful as attention becomes even scarcer in our
world today.The Appendix gives you a quick guide to the eight keychains, and lists the three
keys on each keychain. In the Resources section, you’ll find books, articles, and websites,
including sources for the main studies that are described in the book. Additional resources are
available at .To be gender friendly, I’ve used male and female pronouns in alternating chapters
throughout the book. I distributed these pronouns evenly when referring to children in Chapter 13
—a chapter of particular interest to parents and teachers.The stories from Chapter 2 of Joe,
Meg, and Todd include elements of several people’s stories from my practice. The other stories
in the book are true, but with fictional names and identifying information.Attention Is How We
CreateAttention is power. If you ever want to see that power in action, try paying attention to a
child while her sister or brother is in the same room! In today’s world, as the amount and
availability of information explode, the value of attention skyrockets. In describing the new
“attention economy,” business experts Thomas Davenport and John Beck observe, “Companies
that succeed in the future will be those expert not in time management, but in attention
management.”Attention is the singular act of creativity that is available to each of us every
waking moment. We can use it at any time to reward our own behavior and the behavior of
others. Behavior that is rewarded will be repeated. Parents and teachers see dramatic
differences when they stop giving children attention for disruptive behavior and start catching
them at being good. Spouses influence each other’s behaviors by what they pay attention to and
what they ignore.Learning to direct your attention empowers you. The more you control the
demands on your attention, the less those demands control you. You exert authority over the
court of your life and decide what you let in and what you keep out. The Spanish philosopher
José Ortega y Gasset once said, “Tell me to what you pay attention and I will tell you who you
are.”We create ourselves by what we choose to notice. Whatever we put our attention on
develops and grows. A Cherokee elder was teaching the children of the tribe. He told them, “A
fight is going on inside of me. It is a terrible battle, and it is between two wolves. One wolf
represents fear, anger, guilt, greed, and senselessness. The other stands for faith, peace, truth,
love, and reason. The same fight is going on inside you, and inside every other person too.” The
children thought about it for a while and one child asked the wise man, “Which wolf will win?”
The old Cherokee replied, “The one you feed.”INTRODUCTIONYou and I live in a 24/7 culture,
and someone is always upping the ante. New technology makes you more productive but
pressures you to pick up the pace. You have a new cell phone? Good. Now, your boss can reach



you on your day off. Wireless PDA, huh? Excellent. We’ll expect e-mails, too. Mini-PC? Even
better. We’ll instant-message you those files. . . . Whether you work inside or outside your home,
you juggle a schedule of constant demands and always-on electronics. Multitasking is rampant.
For better or worse, we’re rewiring our brains for what the technology industry now calls
“continuous partial attention.”In the digital age of distraction, we function at new levels of
stimulation and anxiety. The Internet spews information like a fire hose, but to digest information
we need to sip it through a straw. Overwhelmed and overloaded, we have no time to process or
reflect. Sunday is not a day of rest, but an attempt to catch up and clear your clutter. Old ways of
paying attention can’t keep up. We need new tools.Attention Makes the DifferenceHaving control
over your attention is a critical skill. I specialize in working with human attention because paying
attention matters. Every one of us needs the ability to direct our attention, or we will not reach
our goals. In my thirty years of practice as a clinical psychologist, I’ve helped thousands of
people solve myriad problems by improving their attention. Learning attention management
skills has made life better for just about everyone who has walked through my door, not just for
those with attention deficit disorder.This morning, for instance, my first appointment was with an
executive who’d recently had a heart attack. He came to see me to learn stress management
skills that will help him prevent another one. His biggest challenge is to get his mind off his highly
competitive workplace when it’s time for him to go home and relax. Next, I saw a woman in her
thirties who is battling depression. “Everyone tells you to stay positive,” she observed, “but no
one tells you how.” I’m going to help her unglue her attention from negative thoughts of worry,
blame, and self-criticism, and focus instead on hope, trust, and self-appreciation.I saw a college
student with social anxiety who’s learning to redirect his attention away from his memories of
rejection and onto cues he can get from others so he can succeed in social situations. Then
came a baby boomer trying to lose weight, struggling to pay more attention to fruits and
vegetables than to rich sauces and pastries. A young perfectionist couple have a weekly
appointment with me to practice ways to focus on each other’s humanity, not on each other’s
faults. Attention control is a necessary ingredient for each of us to be healthy, happy, and
successful.How Does Digital-Age Distraction Hurt You?When it comes to attention and the
digital age, we each have different strengths and vulnerabilities. What’s your style? Are you
prone to attention swings, back and forth between boredom and overdrive? Or do you tend
toward one end or the other—lost in space or racing against the clock with no time to spare?
Take a moment to ask yourself which style describes you best.Do You Have Attention Swings?
Most people today fluctuate between boredom and overdrive. Do you: Buy books that grab you
at the store, but don’t finish reading them at home? Buy books that grab you at the store, but
don’t finish reading them at home? Buy the latest high-tech gadget, play with it while it’s new,
then turn it into a bookend (to hold up all those unfinished books)? Buy the latest high-tech
gadget, play with it while it’s new, then turn it into a bookend (to hold up all those unfinished
books)? Stop what you’re doing to answer a cool e-mail, but have two or more half-written e-
mails in your drafts folder? Stop what you’re doing to answer a cool e-mail, but have two or more



half-written e-mails in your drafts folder? Agree to go to places that sound like fun when you’re
invited, then make up excuses when it’s actually time to stop what you’re doing and go? Agree to
go to places that sound like fun when you’re invited, then make up excuses when it’s actually
time to stop what you’re doing and go? Ambitiously start a diet by buying ingredients for unusual
recipes, but toss them out when they grow mold and turn into a science project in your fridge?
Ambitiously start a diet by buying ingredients for unusual recipes, but toss them out when they
grow mold and turn into a science project in your fridge?Are You Scattered and Spacey?Some
people find that they’re more the scattered and spacey type. It’s a constant challenge for them to
stick with what they’re doing. They spend a lot of time overextended, underpowered, and
indecisive. Do you: Go to the store, browse through some books, see one you like, put off
deciding whether to buy it or not, go home, wish you’d bought it, and eventually go back to the
store only to find that it’s no longer on the shelf? Go to the store, browse through some books,
see one you like, put off deciding whether to buy it or not, go home, wish you’d bought it, and
eventually go back to the store only to find that it’s no longer on the shelf? Put off buying the
latest high-tech gadget, and when you finally do get it, leave it in the box until your tech-savvy
neighbor comes over to set it up for you? Put off buying the latest high-tech gadget, and when
you finally do get it, leave it in the box until your tech-savvy neighbor comes over to set it up for
you? Have six or more half-written e-mails in your drafts folder? Have six or more half-written e-
mails in your drafts folder? Agree to go to places that sound like fun when you’re invited, look
forward to going, and then arrive late no matter what time you started to get ready? Agree to go
to places that sound like fun when you’re invited, look forward to going, and then arrive late no
matter what time you started to get ready? Consider starting a diet for a few weeks, go to the
bookstore to find (but not buy) a diet book, read magazine articles about losing weight, and put a
recipe on your refrigerator door (if there’s room) to think about it awhile? Consider starting a diet
for a few weeks, go to the bookstore to find (but not buy) a diet book, read magazine articles
about losing weight, and put a recipe on your refrigerator door (if there’s room) to think about it
awhile?Are You Hyperfast and Hyperfocused?Some people are wired for speed and intensity.
They find it hard to say no to constant stimulation. Do you: Go only to bookstores that have wifi
so you can stay connected while you’re there? Go only to bookstores that have wifi so you can
stay connected while you’re there? Be the first to own the latest high-tech gadget, trade up your
current gadgets for the next generation right away, and have a gadget for every purpose? Be the
first to own the latest high-tech gadget, trade up your current gadgets for the next generation
right away, and have a gadget for every purpose? Check your e-mail continuously and wrt msgs
ryt awy lk ths? Check your e-mail continuously and wrt msgs ryt awy lk ths? Agree to go to
places that sound like fun when you’re invited but in the back of your mind know that if a better
opportunity comes up you will call and cancel? Agree to go to places that sound like fun when
you’re invited but in the back of your mind know that if a better opportunity comes up you will call
and cancel? If you need to lose weight, gulp down breakfast shakes and power bars—a great
reason to eat on the run! If you need to lose weight, gulp down breakfast shakes and power bars



—a great reason to eat on the run!Whatever your style, you will benefit from Find Your Focus
Zone.I Had to Study AttentionMy career-long interest in attention began in graduate school in
the mid-1970s. Completing a doctoral dissertation was not easy for me. While my neighborhood
chums were out partying, I had to sit at my desk, read dry professional journals, methodically
and meticulously design and conduct research, and produce technical writing. I remember going
to see my adviser for his review of the first draft of my master’s thesis. “Lucy Jo,” he said, “Your
writing is so passionate.” I beamed, but it was a short-lived moment of glory. “Scientific writing,”
he continued in a monotone voice, “is dispassionate.”To get through this, I needed to figure out
how to make myself buckle down and stick with a lot of tedious work. Then it hit me: why not do
my dissertation on ways to resist distraction?At that time, psychologists had just begun to use
cognitive methods to help people lift their moods, face fear, decrease anxiety, manage anger,
and improve their habits. A cognitive method is a technique to change the way you feel and act
by changing the way you think. I wondered if cognitive methods could be used with success to
train a person to pay attention. I chose as my topic: “Cognitive Strategies for Self-Control: The
Use of Self-Instruction to Resist Distraction.”I put together a tape of highly distracting audio—
snippets of juicy gossip, riffs of rock-and-roll, and bits and pieces of stand-up comedy and funny
skits. I had to test it first to make sure it was as distracting to others as it was to me. Word got out
about my project, and undergraduates lined up outside my office to volunteer for that part of the
study!For the experiment itself, I tested sixty subjects, one by one. I asked each subject to
proofread while listening to the distracting tape. I let subjects know they were being observed
through a oneway mirror as they read, while they continually underlined text and looked for
errors to circle. Behind the mirror, three trained raters with stopwatches measured the amount of
time each subject spent at work, and counted the number of “departures from task,” that is, the
number of times that a subject looked away, paused too long, or lifted his pencil from the
page.Beforehand, each subject had been randomly assigned to one of five groups. I’d trained
four of the groups with four different types of cognitive strategies to use while proofreading: (1) A
thought-stopping self-instruction—silently saying, “No, I will not listen”; or its short form, “No.” (2)
A vaccination model—the same thought-stopping strategy with the same amount of practice
time but with the distracting sounds gradually increased from soft to loud during practice. (3) A
goal-visualization self-instruction—silently saying, “I will do my work”; or its short form,
“Work.” (4) A blocking strategy—humming silently. I didn’t train the fifth group; they served as a
control.The subjects in the four groups who received training in any of the cognitive strategies
did significantly better than the control subjects with no training. The trained subjects spent more
time at work and departed from their tasks fewer times. It didn’t seem to matter exactly which
cognitive strategy they had been taught. Any strategy worked better than no strategy. I’d
probably still be writing the introduction to my dissertation if I had not used cognitive strategies
myself.Your Focus ZoneSince then I’ve pursued my interest in attention, both in research and
practice. I found that most of the progress in improving human attention came from sports
psychology, so I decided to advance my knowledge and skills by training with an eight-time



Olympic sports psychologist.I learned that, when it comes to staying focused, elite athletes face
two distinct challenges: long, boring hours of practice; and high-stakes, high-pressure events. To
map out which cognitive strategies they need for each of these two types of challenges, athletes
use an upside-down U curve, which you’ll learn about in Chapter 1. At one end of the curve,
they’re underactivated. In other words, they’re not stimulated enough to pay attention, as when
they start to train months before a race. Then they need cognitive strategies to psych themselves
up. At the other end of the curve, athletes are overactivated or too stimulated to concentrate.
Typically this happens at the event, as they nervously wait at the starting line. Then they need
cognitive strategies to calm themselves down. In the middle of the curve, athletes are in the zone
and have the best control over their attention. Here they use strategies to check on themselves
and make sure they stay in a relaxed-alert state.The upside-down U fits with the results of my
doctoral study. All the strategies I taught my subjects worked because they all prevented
overstimulation. The subjects’ attention improved because they filtered out the interfering
sounds of the distracting tape. By limiting their own levels of stimulation, the subjects stayed in
their focus zone.The upside-down U also explains many of the problems people face today
when they encounter daily distraction. As our culture has become more mobile, high-speed,
techno-stressed, information-cluttered, and media-saturated, we are getting pushed out of our
focus zones without even realizing it. We accept as normal a chronic state of being either
overactivated or exhausted. We wind up in a continuous state of partial attention in which our
choices slip away from us and our quality of life suffers.For years, I’ve been helping people of all
ages find their focus zones by applying the principles and techniques in this book. I’m pleased
and excited now to share these ideas and tools with you, too.The Age of the Short Attention
SpanIf I were conducting my doctoral study today, I wonder if I’d even need to play a distracting
audiotape. We each have our own internal tapes running on a perpetual loop inside our heads.
As you read this, are you also thinking, Who needs a return call today? . . . Did I check my e-
mail? . . . Is my cell phone charged? . . . What time is it? . . . Whose turn is it to cook dinner? . . .
You may even be glancing at your BlackBerry to see if you have a new message. (Do
you?)Digital-age distraction is everywhere. In 1971 the average American was targeted by 560
daily advertising messages. Not counting spam or pop-up ads by 1997, that number increased
to more than 3,000 messages per day and it continues to rise. According to a study done at the
University of California, Berkeley:• Worldwide storage of new material has been growing at a rate
of over 30 percent a year.• More than 5 billion instant messages per day were sent in 2002. (AOL
began its instant messaging service in 1997.)• There are 21,264 TV stations in the world,
producing 31 million hours of original programming, and 123 million hours of total programming
per year.There has never been a time when taking charge of your attention has been so
necessary. Everyone has too much to do and too little time to do it. Downtime has all but
disappeared. Someone somewhere is ringing, buzzing, or jabbering from a screen, bringing you
dazzling, digitalized distractions to push you further and make you jump faster from . . . what was
it you were supposed to be doing? Our need for sleep has gone up, but our time for sleep has



gone down. We turn to caffeine and sugar as our stay awake pals, but they sabotage our
attention even as they fuel it.The Benefits of Better AttentionThe solutions and strategies in this
book will help you to stay on track when the phone rings, the fax hums, and you’ve got mail.
You’ll learn skills you can use right away. You’ll also be able to teach them to your kids as they
cut their teeth on digital distractions.Imagine feeling confident that coworkers can interrupt, ads
pop up on your screen, and impulses jump into your brain, yet you’ll stay focused and get your
work done on time. Picture the people you care about feeling secure in their knowledge of how
much you care, because you listen attentively. Envision taking charge of the way others see you,
because you have more awareness of how you look to them.The skills you learn in Find Your
Focus Zone will help you:• Beat procrastination and face boring jobs• Overcome obstacles and
finish what you start• Prevent yourself from getting overwhelmed and burned out• Build trust in
your close relationships• Boost your self-confidence• Increase your efficiency and
effectiveness• Persevere even when you make mistakesChildren Do as We Do (Not as We Say)I
wrote my first book, Dreamers, Discoverers, and Dynamos (formerly titled The Edison Trait) for
parents and teachers. One night, at a workshop, a mother stood up to say, “Dr. Palladino, it’s not
just kids who are more scatterbrained than ever. It’s us, their parents. The adults need help
first.”That mom was right on target. In Find Your Focus Zone, you’ll read about “mirror neurons,”
one of the most important recent discoveries in brain science. We each have a mirror neuron
system that fires identically whether we ourselves perform an action or watch someone else
perform it. Mirror neurons might just as well be called “role-model neurons.” When your child
sees you half-listening, her mirror neuron system fires as if she is half-listening too. When she
sees you giving your full attention, her mirror neuron system fires as if she’s fully attending as
well. In other words, your actions condition hers, automatically and involuntarily.The great
psychologist Carl Jung once said, “If there is anything we wish to change in the child, we should
first examine it and see whether it is not something that could better be changed in ourselves.”
Children’s minds are as impressionable as warm wax. If you’re a parent, the most compelling
reason to improve your own attention might well be to set the best example possible for your
child.In the Chapters AheadFind Your Focus Zone is divided into four parts. In Part I, you’ll learn
about your focus zone, the upside-down U curve, and the link between learning and brain
pathways to pay attention. Part II covers emotional, mental, and behavior skills and gives you
eight sets of keys, so you can choose the strategies that will work best for you. The Eight
KeychainsKeychain 1 Self-AwarenessKeychain 2 Change of StateKeychain 3 Procrastination
BustersKeychain 4 Anti-AnxietyKeychain 5 Intensity ControlKeychain 6 Motivate
YourselfKeychain 7 Stay on TrackKeychain 8 Healthy Habits The Eight KeychainsKeychain 1
Self-AwarenessKeychain 2 Change of StateKeychain 3 Procrastination BustersKeychain 4 Anti-
AnxietyKeychain 5 Intensity ControlKeychain 6 Motivate YourselfKeychain 7 Stay on
TrackKeychain 8 Healthy HabitsPart III teaches you how to use these keys to unlock success in
our digital age of distraction—how to handle interruption and overload in the workplace, how to
work from home or in transit, and what to do if you or someone you care about has attention



deficit disorder (ADD). In Part IV, you’ll learn how to teach your kids to pay attention and what it
takes to stay successful as attention becomes even scarcer in our world today.The Appendix
gives you a quick guide to the eight keychains, and lists the three keys on each keychain. In the
Resources section, you’ll find books, articles, and websites, including sources for the main
studies that are described in the book. Additional resources are available at .To be gender
friendly, I’ve used male and female pronouns in alternating chapters throughout the book. I
distributed these pronouns evenly when referring to children in Chapter 13—a chapter of
particular interest to parents and teachers.The stories from Chapter 2 of Joe, Meg, and Todd
include elements of several people’s stories from my practice. The other stories in the book are
true, but with fictional names and identifying information.Attention Is How We CreateAttention is
power. If you ever want to see that power in action, try paying attention to a child while her sister
or brother is in the same room! In today’s world, as the amount and availability of information
explode, the value of attention skyrockets. In describing the new “attention economy,” business
experts Thomas Davenport and John Beck observe, “Companies that succeed in the future will
be those expert not in time management, but in attention management.”Attention is the singular
act of creativity that is available to each of us every waking moment. We can use it at any time to
reward our own behavior and the behavior of others. Behavior that is rewarded will be repeated.
Parents and teachers see dramatic differences when they stop giving children attention for
disruptive behavior and start catching them at being good. Spouses influence each other’s
behaviors by what they pay attention to and what they ignore.Learning to direct your attention
empowers you. The more you control the demands on your attention, the less those demands
control you. You exert authority over the court of your life and decide what you let in and what
you keep out. The Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gasset once said, “Tell me to what you
pay attention and I will tell you who you are.”We create ourselves by what we choose to notice.
Whatever we put our attention on develops and grows. A Cherokee elder was teaching the
children of the tribe. He told them, “A fight is going on inside of me. It is a terrible battle, and it is
between two wolves. One wolf represents fear, anger, guilt, greed, and senselessness. The
other stands for faith, peace, truth, love, and reason. The same fight is going on inside you, and
inside every other person too.” The children thought about it for a while and one child asked the
wise man, “Which wolf will win?” The old Cherokee replied, “The one you feed.”Part
IUnderstanding Your Focus ZoneIn these chapters, you’ll learn about your focus zone and the
type of strategies you need to pay attention in today’s world of distraction. You’ll read stories
about people from my practice with problems that have kept them outside their focus zones. Part
I teaches you about the upside-down U curve and the importance of regulating your own
stimulation and drive. You’ll also learn about “use it or lose it” brain pathways and see why it’s
vital to strengthen your neural connections to select and sustain attention.Part IUnderstanding
Your Focus ZoneIn these chapters, you’ll learn about your focus zone and the type of strategies
you need to pay attention in today’s world of distraction. You’ll read stories about people from my
practice with problems that have kept them outside their focus zones. Part I teaches you about



the upside-down U curve and the importance of regulating your own stimulation and drive. You’ll
also learn about “use it or lose it” brain pathways and see why it’s vital to strengthen your neural
connections to select and sustain attention.1What Is Your Focus Zone?Any man who can drive
safely while kissing a pretty girl is simply not giving the kiss the attention it deserves.—ALBERT
EINSTEINIn 1977, I was thrown from a horse when it bolted. I suffered a head concussion, had
seven stitches across my scalp, and had to wear a cast on my leg for eight weeks. I lost my
interest in horseback riding. Twenty-seven years later, my daughter told me she wanted to ride a
horse. She was just a few years younger than I was when I had my accident. It seemed the time
had come for me to get back on a horse. I found a dude ranch in Santa Barbara where we could
ride scenic trails together all day with a small group and a guide.The morning of the ride we
assembled at the stables. To choose the right horse for each of us, the wrangler asked for our
experience level. My face must have betrayed my fear. Both my daughter and I had replied,
“Beginner,” but he gave Rocket to her, and I got Nellie. Momentarily, I felt relieved.As I mounted, I
looked down, and the distance to the ground made me dizzy. My heart pounded and my hands
sweat. From his horse, the guide began to instruct us. I was aware he was talking; I knew his
words were important. But to my ears, he could have been speaking in Wookie. My focus was
scattered like dew on grass. My muscles tensed. My thoughts swirled. Deep inside, a part of me
cried, “Get down now while you have the chance!” An opposite part of me planted my feet in my
stirrups. Mentally paralyzed, I sat there staring, like a deer in headlights. The guide turned his
horse to face the trail and led the other riders as they clip-clopped away, single file. I followed in a
fog, with no clue what to do.After a few minutes on the trail, I calmed myself down. I felt safe
again and regained my focus. I trotted up next to my daughter, who recapped for me what the
guide had said. The day turned out beautifully. But thinking back to the corral, when everything
had been a blur, I wondered, how could I have lost my attention at the moment I needed it most?
And how did I get it back?A Critical ConnectionThe link between attention and stimulation is well
established. This relationship is the core of understanding attention and learning how to control
it. Attention is poor when you are either understimulated or overstimulated. Attention is best
when your level of stimulation is just right.Psychologists use the term “arousal level” to describe
how bored or excited you feel. It is a physiological term that corresponds to how much or how
little adrenaline is pumping through your system. The amount of adrenaline, in turn, depends on
how bored or excited you feel. Arousal is also called activation or drive.Arousal and adrenaline
create a chicken-and-egg cycle: the more excited you feel, the more adrenaline you pump; the
more adrenaline you pump, the more excited you feel. The boring side of the story works the
same way. The less excited you feel, the less adrenaline you pump; and the less adrenaline you
pump, the less excited you feel. Either way—over- or underactivated—your attention
suffers.When you’re overstimulated and your adrenaline level is too high, you’re in overdrive.
Depending on your thoughts and situation, you might feel intense, overexcited, worried, nervous,
angry, or afraid. Think of the first few moments when you have to give a speech, take a test, or
face a confrontation. Your heart beats harder, your breathing gets shallow, and you feel like your



brain has left the building.When you’re understimulated and your adrenaline level is too low,
you’re underpowered; you lack sufficient drive. You might feel stuck, slow, or unmotivated.
Picture having to write a technical report, clean a cluttered closet, or do your taxes. It’s hard to
keep your mind on what you’re doing. You feel sluggish and sleepy, with a strong urge to check
your e-mail, watch TV, or grab a snack—anything to avoid the boring task at hand.When
stimulation is just right, you’re in a relaxed-alert state: your muscles are relaxed and your mind is
alert. Attention experts call this relaxed-alert state “optimal arousal”—you have an ideal level of
drive. You have adequate stimulation and the right amount of adrenaline, and you feel motivated,
confident, and focused. Envision doing something you genuinely like to do—reading a novel that
is a page-turner, going on a nature walk, or traveling to some interesting new place. You have a
sense of clarity and involvement. Paying attention in a relaxed-alert state is practically
effortless.Let’s return to the day I was horseback riding. Imagine that one of the other riders was
so experienced that the guide’s instructions added no new information. That rider would be bored
—under-driven—and would have a tough time concentrating on what the guide was saying. In
contrast, I was at the other end of the spectrum entirely. I was in overdrive. My brain was a
firestorm of adrenaline, and my concentration was shot. At either extreme, under- or over-driven,
your best attention is out of reach.DRIVE LEVELUnderpoweredOverdriveOptimalStimulationtoo
lowtoo highadequateAdrenalinetoo lowtoo highbalancedStateboredoverexcitedrelaxed-alertFeeli
ngsapathyfatiguepassivityspacinessindecisionanxietyfearpressurestressirritabilityconfidenceinte
restactivityclaritymotivationAttentionpoorpoorbestWhen the level of your drive is just right, you
feel sharp and able to concentrate. The other riders, like my daughter, focused easily on the
guide. They were excited by the ride, but not frightened or immobilized. They were stirred to
listen, but not in a swirl, as I was. In their relaxed-alert state, they could pay full attention to the
guide, their horses, and the breathtaking beauty of a coastline trail overlooking the Pacific
Ocean. Good attention has its rewards!The Upside-Down U CurveTo understand the
relationship between attention and stimulation, picture a simple graph that looks like a hill or an
upside-down U. Attention is the vertical axis, increasing upward from worst to best. Stimulation is
the horizontal axis, increasing left to right, from low to high.The left end (going uphill) represents
understimulation, and the right end (going downhill) stands for overstimulation. At both ends,
under- and overstimulation, your attention is at its worst. In the center (the middle of the hill),
stimulation is just right and your attention is at its best. This is your focus zone.It feels good to be
in your zone, where stimulation is sufficient and steady. In this relaxed-alert state of body and
mind, you feel effective and get things done with a power that lasts. You listen well, sustain
attention, organize efficiently, make sound decisions, and finish what you start.The inverted U
has been in the psychological literature for about a century. It illustrates the Yerkes-Dodson law
developed by Robert M. Yerkes, PhD and John D. Dodson, PhD in 1908 to explain the results of
a series of experiments. The law states that performance (or attention) increases with arousal (or
stimulation) but only up to a certain point. When arousal level gets too high, performance
decreases.Your Focus Zone on the Upside-Down U CurveThrough the years, the upside-down



U has continued to serve as a unifying principle to explain findings in biopsychology and
neuroscience. Research studies have confirmed and expanded this classic curvilinear
relationship to include more complex variations. It’s a core teaching in sports psychology, and it
is used by world-class athletes as a model to practice attention control.Sometimes the horizontal
axis—stimulation—is labeled drive, intensity, motivation, level of adrenaline, or physiological
arousal. And sometimes the vertical axis—attention—is labeled selective attention,
concentration, focus, mental performance, or performance efficiency. The center range—your
focus zone—has also been called the optimal range of performance, the individual zone of
optimal functioning (IZOF), and, in sports, the zone.At the very top of the hill, the exact center
resembles a peak. The closer you get to this peak, the closer you get to an ideal state of
stimulation and attention. Athletes have long referred to this state as “peak performance.”
Experts in creativity call it “flow,” and describe it as an altered state of consciousness. The term
was coined by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, PhD, who collected data on thousands of highly focused
individuals, mountain climbers to chess players. The word “flow” best described their experience
when they engaged in self-controlled, goal-related, meaningful actions. Csikszentmihalyi
explained it further as a suspension of time and the freedom to get totally absorbed in what
you’re doing. Artists, musicians, and inventors strive to achieve flow, the pinnacle of the relaxed-
alert state.Although reaching this peak state is ideal for single-purpose undivided attention, it
can be tough to achieve and impractical in the workplace, which is both clock- and interruption-
driven. Fortunately, you don’t have to reach this peak to be in your focus zone. When you’re
anywhere in the center range on the graph, your attention is engaged and you are
productive.Being in your focus zone is a matter of degree. Sometimes you’ll be closer to peak
performance (in the center) and sometimes you’ll be closer to feeling under- or overstimulated
(at each end).Being under- or overstimulated is also a matter of degree. You could be a little
bored or intolerably bored, or a little hyper or very hyper. But if you’re anywhere outside your
zone, you’re likely to run into trouble. Have you ever been at a meeting or lecture when your
thoughts start to wander? You may not have spaced out completely, but you missed some of the
details. Now you’re stuck with the problem of worrying if they were important to you or not.Mild
forms of overstimulation cause problems too. Have you ever felt anxious while taking an exam?
You probably got a lower grade because your concentration was weakened. You didn’t flunk, but
you felt frustrated, since you knew you’d studied hard and had the answers somewhere in your
mind. They would have come to you more easily if you’d been in your focus zone.Being in Your
ZoneWhen it comes to paying attention, your zone is definitely the place to be. We’ve all been
there at some time, and when we are, it feels great. Think of the last time you were doing
something you genuinely like to do—a pet project, hobby, or sport. You might have been
researching a favorite topic, organizing your music, or conversing with a friend. Remember what
it felt like to be engaged in what you were doing—relaxed, yet energized? You may recall feeling
a pleasant sense of purpose, meaning, and motivation. You may even have thought to yourself, “I
wish it could be like this all the time.”The good news is that most of the time it can be. With



practice, you can teach yourself how to stay in your zone. Like Olympic athletes who practice
psychological skills, you can stay in your focus zone by choice. This is true whether you’re
working on some truly boring task or at the other extreme, facing a once-in-a-lifetime moment of
high-stakes tension. Top performers have trained themselves to do this reliably and you can,
too.Understanding OverstimulationFirst, let’s take a closer look at what happens when you’re
overexcited. When most people think of an adrenaline rush, they imagine euphoria, like the thrill
of a roller-coaster ride. We pay money to ride on a roller coaster. It’s fun. We regard this
experience as desirable.But “overstimulation” refers to the total state of your brain and body
when you’re pumping too much adrenaline, and usually that’s undesirable. Your heart beats
faster and your focus either bounces around or gets stuck in one place. A roller-coaster ride is
an exception. You can scream and still smile because the rational part of your brain knows you’re
safe and not actually on a train going over a cliff.Usually, in an overstimulated state, fear is not
your friend. Your perception of fear triggers a fight-or-flight response in the survival part of your
brain, whether this response is helpful to you or not. Even knowing the fun that lies ahead, have
you ever felt the sudden urge to duck out the exit gate when it’s your turn to step onto the roller
coaster? That’s adrenaline fueling your impulse to flee.In other fear-evoking situations, the
survival part of your brain pumps adrenaline because it assumes you’ll need to fight. You may be
preparing to have a difficult meeting with your boss, and you sense that you may lose status or
money. The survival part of your brain reacts to this danger as though you have to fight off an
attack from a wild animal. It pumps adrenaline to increase your physical strength and give hair-
trigger speed to your reflexes.Signs of mild fight or flight in your thoughts, words, or actions are
flags that you’re going into overdrive. Common signs of fight include feeling cranky,
argumentative, or overly critical of yourself or others. Common signs of flight include worry,
anxiety, and rumination, although the connection between these feelings and the impulse to flee
may not be as readily apparent. These feelings result when the survival part of your brain wants
you to get away, but you’re at work or caught in traffic and you can’t get up and leave. Without
realizing it, you do the only thing a trapped person can do—you escape in your mind. You flee
mentally from the reality of the here and now, with adrenaline-fueled thoughts of past, future, or
even imagined fears and mistakes.Different Activities, Different ZonesEvery activity has its own
zone or optimal state of adrenaline-fueled drive. At game time, an NFL linebacker needs to
pump a lot more adrenaline than you do when you sit down to write your quarterly sales report.
Generally speaking, physical activities require more adrenaline, which sends strength to the
body to physically fight or flee. Mental activities require less adrenaline because adrenaline
gives the body extra physical strength by diverting blood flow away from the brain. For mental
activities, the brain wants all the blood flow it can get.In sports psychology, the zone for each
sport is determined by its ratio of physical strength to mental skill. Boxing, for example, requires
force and might, so the optimal adrenaline level for boxing is high. Tennis or golf demands great
concentration, so the optimal adrenaline level is much lower. In the language of sports
psychology, the inverted U curve for boxing is higher on the arousal continuum than it is for



tennis or golf. Being in the zone is important for all athletes, but the levels that define the zone
itself depend on the demands of the particular sport.In your own life, the levels that define your
zone depend on what you’re doing and how much—or how little—adrenaline it demands. Nearly
all information-age jobs require mostly mental activity. Gathering data, managing spreadsheets,
writing reports, teleconferencing, and creating computer code are mental, not physical, tasks.
When you sit at your desk or your computer to concentrate, you perform better with less
adrenaline. A construction worker who is lifting, digging, and hammering all day needs
more.During the course of a day as you go from activity to activity, the amount of adrenaline you
need to stay in your focus zone changes. If you’re conducting a sales conference, you need
animation and passion more than attention to detail. If you’re reviewing the wording of a contract,
it’s just the opposite. Sometimes, you need to shift quickly. If you’re giving a presentation, you
want fire in your voice; but then during the question-and-answer period, it’s time for careful
listening, accurate recall, and concise responses.Have you ever been in a conversation when
someone said something a bit intrusive or asked you a pointed question, and you felt mildly
threatened or provoked? You couldn’t come up with an incisive answer and may even have felt
brain locked. That’s because an immediate shot of adrenaline had kicked you into a hyperalert
state. Later on—usually in the shower—you thought of exactly what you wished you had said at
that moment. This is because you returned to a relaxed-alert state. You came back to your focus
zone.A Two-Step ProcessWhen you’re not in your zone and you lose control of your attention,
what’s actually happening is that your adrenaline level is wrong for your current situation. Your
brain is pumping either too much or too little adrenaline to get the job done.Fortunately, you have
choices. Like an elite athlete, you can reclaim your attention by getting back into your focus zone.
You can use your thoughts, feelings, and actions to change your adrenaline level.Remember the
chicken-and-egg cycle: too much stimulation causing too much adrenaline, and so on? Well, the
good news is that you can break this cycle. Using the same psychological skills that elite athletes
use, you can increase or decrease your stimulation as needed, and adjust the adrenaline levels
inside your brain. You can return to a relaxed-alert state and get back in charge of your own
attention.Think of any sport that requires balance—skating, skiing, bicycling. At speeds that are
either too slow or fast, you do not feel in control no matter how hard you try. Regaining control
becomes a two-step process. First you need to realize that you’re losing control. Then you need
to speed up or slow down to regain your balance.When you feel distracted, bored, or provoked,
regaining your attention is also a two-step process. First you need to realize that you’re out of
your zone. Then you need to apply a skill or a strategy to get back in. There are many ways to do
this. In Part II, you’ll learn key methods for the situations you face every day.TO REGAIN LOST
ATTENTIONStep 1. Stop and notice you’re no longer in your focus zone.Step 2. Choose a
strategy to either rev up or calm down.The eight keychains give you effective ways to do both.Is
Multitasking Good or Bad?In today’s world, we all multitask. As you read this, are you also
munching on a snack, listening to music, or maybe flying to Chicago? The burning question of
our time is: does all this multitasking help or hurt?The upside-down U addresses this question. If



you’re underpowered, multitasking is good because an additional activity adds stimulation and
gets you into your focus zone. Let’s say you’re crunching some code and your mind starts to
wander. You notice you’re getting bored, so you open a window on the bottom of your screen
and download some rock music videos to glance at and keep you pumped as you work. The
added stim(ulation) gets you back into your zone.At the other end of the curve, if you’re in
overdrive, multitasking will only make matters worse. Let’s say you’re working on a project under
deadline. Other members of the team constantly call, text, e-mail, instant-message, and even
walk up to your desk to interrupt you. Your mind is racing, and you may feel the impulse to
download some rock videos, but the added stim will cost you in performance and productivity.It
can also happen that you’re crunching code, you get bored, and you download a rock video
that’s so awesome you can’t stop watching it. You’ve increased your stimulation but you’ve
added too much. By overshooting your focus zone, you trade one problem for another. Now
you’re caught in a time-wasting cycle of attention swings from one end of the upside-down U to
the other.The video ends and you’re overexcited, but it’s time to get back to work. You try, but
compared to the rock video, the code is even more boring than before. You make yourself work
on it but soon you start to chat or check e-mail in another window. Again, multitasking gives you
a spurt of stimulation. But again, you’re too pumped to crunch code. You get absorbed in
checking out the jokes and links your buddies sent you, until you notice the clock. You try one
more time to force yourself to face the code, which, in contrast, is now more boring than ever.
You hang in there as long as you can, then give up and check your RSS feed to post comments
on your favorite blogs. What you could have done in an hour has taken half a day.Mindful
MultitaskingThe key to multitasking is to use it strategically. This can be a challenge, because it’s
hard to be honest with ourselves when it comes to stimulation. As you’ll learn in Chapter 3, our
brains are biased toward stimulants whether they’re good for us or not.Take cell phones, for
example. About 75 percent of all drivers report using their phone while driving. We like to talk
and drive. Yet research using driving simulators reveals that when drivers are on cell phones,
they’re more likely to be in traffic accidents, miss more traffic signals, and react more slowly. We
ignore what researchers call “inattention blindness”—missing important cues when our attention
is incomplete. The stim centers in our brains prefer that we don’t know we’re at risk, because
we’re drawn to the stim of driving and talking.Does this mean you should never use your cell
phone when driving? In today’s world, how impractical is that? A commonsense approach is to
keep the upside-down U in mind. Use a hands-free set and be aware of the impact of adding
more stimulation to each situation that you’re in. Ask yourself what it’s doing to your ability to stay
in your focus zone.Mindful multitasking is one of the keys on the change-of-state keychain that
you’ll learn about in Chapter 5. Mindful multitasking means that you consciously check in with
yourself and determine the focus zone you need for each new situation—in your car; at your
desk; or with your family, friends, or coworkers. Every situation requires its own judgment call.
Sometimes you’ll choose to multitask and sometimes you won’t. But with mindful multitasking,
you don’t automatically answer a ring, beep, or interrupting voice. You make a deliberate



decision based on reason and strategy.Psych Up or Settle Down?Finding your focus zone isn’t
always easy. Not only does it change from activity to activity, but it’s different from one person to
the next. Personality, physiology, style of thinking, age, and experience are all factors. You may
not be able to talk, e-mail, and instant-message at the same time, but your child probably can.
And in your child’s classroom, while some students get distracted by papers rattling, chairs
moving, and classmates whispering, others do not.Just as we each have a different face and
different fingerprints, we each have a different brain chemistry. Your adrenaline thresholds are
unique to you. The way in which you metabolize adrenaline determines your relationship with
stimulation, and your own, personal focus zone.As you read Find Your Focus Zone, you’ll get
better at recognizing when you’re in your zone or not, and what to do to stay there. Sometimes,
you may feel as if you’re underpowered, but the deeper problem is too much adrenaline.
Procrastination is a good example.Let’s say you’re postponing straightening out your finances, or
getting the information you need to make a health-related decision. On the surface it looks like
you just don’t want to sit down and start a low-stim job like organizing or doing research. But
deep down you’re scared. You’re afraid of how much debt you might be in, or of possibly needing
a risky operation. Fear and the adrenaline that goes with it stop you before you even get the
chance to face boredom as a problem. Before you can go forward, you need to deal with your
fear calmly and get back into your focus zone.Many capable parents have come to my office
bewildered by what happens at homework time. The harder they try to get their child to sit down
and focus, the more the child argues, gets upset, or spaces out. Trying to act responsibly, they’ll
threaten to ground their child or take privileges away. But this does not get the child fired up to
work. Instead the child gets immobilized or has a meltdown.The problem is that the child’s
arguing, upset, and spaciness are signs of a fight-or-flight response—a result of his
unacknowledged fear. On the outside, the child might look bored or defiant. But on the inside,
even though he himself may not realize it, he’s scared he can’t do it, will make mistakes, or won’t
do as well as his peers. He’s got too much, not too little adrenaline pumping. His parents’ threat
just makes him pump even more and pushes him farther out of his focus zone. Instead of getting
motivated, the child gets overwhelmed.Back at the ranch, scared stiff in the saddle, I may have
looked like my mind was a million miles away and I was bored. But if someone had yelled at me
to pay attention, I probably would’ve burst into tears. I needed to lower my adrenaline level so I
could regain concentration. I had to keep my panic in check—and ride it out—until I relaxed
enough to get back into my focus zone.1What Is Your Focus Zone?Any man who can drive
safely while kissing a pretty girl is simply not giving the kiss the attention it deserves.—ALBERT
EINSTEINIn 1977, I was thrown from a horse when it bolted. I suffered a head concussion, had
seven stitches across my scalp, and had to wear a cast on my leg for eight weeks. I lost my
interest in horseback riding. Twenty-seven years later, my daughter told me she wanted to ride a
horse. She was just a few years younger than I was when I had my accident. It seemed the time
had come for me to get back on a horse. I found a dude ranch in Santa Barbara where we could
ride scenic trails together all day with a small group and a guide.The morning of the ride we



assembled at the stables. To choose the right horse for each of us, the wrangler asked for our
experience level. My face must have betrayed my fear. Both my daughter and I had replied,
“Beginner,” but he gave Rocket to her, and I got Nellie. Momentarily, I felt relieved.As I mounted, I
looked down, and the distance to the ground made me dizzy. My heart pounded and my hands
sweat. From his horse, the guide began to instruct us. I was aware he was talking; I knew his
words were important. But to my ears, he could have been speaking in Wookie. My focus was
scattered like dew on grass. My muscles tensed. My thoughts swirled. Deep inside, a part of me
cried, “Get down now while you have the chance!” An opposite part of me planted my feet in my
stirrups. Mentally paralyzed, I sat there staring, like a deer in headlights. The guide turned his
horse to face the trail and led the other riders as they clip-clopped away, single file. I followed in a
fog, with no clue what to do.After a few minutes on the trail, I calmed myself down. I felt safe
again and regained my focus. I trotted up next to my daughter, who recapped for me what the
guide had said. The day turned out beautifully. But thinking back to the corral, when everything
had been a blur, I wondered, how could I have lost my attention at the moment I needed it most?
And how did I get it back?A Critical ConnectionThe link between attention and stimulation is well
established. This relationship is the core of understanding attention and learning how to control
it. Attention is poor when you are either understimulated or overstimulated. Attention is best
when your level of stimulation is just right.Psychologists use the term “arousal level” to describe
how bored or excited you feel. It is a physiological term that corresponds to how much or how
little adrenaline is pumping through your system. The amount of adrenaline, in turn, depends on
how bored or excited you feel. Arousal is also called activation or drive.Arousal and adrenaline
create a chicken-and-egg cycle: the more excited you feel, the more adrenaline you pump; the
more adrenaline you pump, the more excited you feel. The boring side of the story works the
same way. The less excited you feel, the less adrenaline you pump; and the less adrenaline you
pump, the less excited you feel. Either way—over- or underactivated—your attention
suffers.When you’re overstimulated and your adrenaline level is too high, you’re in overdrive.
Depending on your thoughts and situation, you might feel intense, overexcited, worried, nervous,
angry, or afraid. Think of the first few moments when you have to give a speech, take a test, or
face a confrontation. Your heart beats harder, your breathing gets shallow, and you feel like your
brain has left the building.When you’re understimulated and your adrenaline level is too low,
you’re underpowered; you lack sufficient drive. You might feel stuck, slow, or unmotivated.
Picture having to write a technical report, clean a cluttered closet, or do your taxes. It’s hard to
keep your mind on what you’re doing. You feel sluggish and sleepy, with a strong urge to check
your e-mail, watch TV, or grab a snack—anything to avoid the boring task at hand.When
stimulation is just right, you’re in a relaxed-alert state: your muscles are relaxed and your mind is
alert. Attention experts call this relaxed-alert state “optimal arousal”—you have an ideal level of
drive. You have adequate stimulation and the right amount of adrenaline, and you feel motivated,
confident, and focused. Envision doing something you genuinely like to do—reading a novel that
is a page-turner, going on a nature walk, or traveling to some interesting new place. You have a



sense of clarity and involvement. Paying attention in a relaxed-alert state is practically
effortless.Let’s return to the day I was horseback riding. Imagine that one of the other riders was
so experienced that the guide’s instructions added no new information. That rider would be bored
—under-driven—and would have a tough time concentrating on what the guide was saying. In
contrast, I was at the other end of the spectrum entirely. I was in overdrive. My brain was a
firestorm of adrenaline, and my concentration was shot. At either extreme, under- or over-driven,
your best attention is out of reach.DRIVE LEVELUnderpoweredOverdriveOptimalStimulationtoo
lowtoo highadequateAdrenalinetoo lowtoo highbalancedStateboredoverexcitedrelaxed-alertFeeli
ngsapathyfatiguepassivityspacinessindecisionanxietyfearpressurestressirritabilityconfidenceinte
restactivityclaritymotivationAttentionpoorpoorbestDRIVE
LEVELUnderpoweredOverdriveOptimalStimulationtoo lowtoo highadequateAdrenalinetoo
lowtoo highbalancedStateboredoverexcitedrelaxed-alertFeelingsapathyfatiguepassivityspacines
sindecisionanxietyfearpressurestressirritabilityconfidenceinterestactivityclaritymotivationAttentio
npoorpoorbestDRIVE LEVELDRIVE LEVELUnderpoweredUnderpoweredOverdriveOverdriveOp
timalOptimalStimulationStimulationtoo lowtoo lowtoo hightoo
highadequateadequateAdrenalineAdrenalinetoo lowtoo lowtoo hightoo
highbalancedbalancedStateStateboredboredoverexcitedoverexcitedrelaxed-alertrelaxed-alertFe
elingsFeelingsapathyfatiguepassivityspacinessindecisionapathyfatiguepassivityspacinessindeci
sionanxietyfearpressurestressirritabilityanxietyfearpressurestressirritabilityconfidenceinterestacti
vityclaritymotivationconfidenceinterestactivityclaritymotivationAttentionAttentionpoorpoorpoorpo
orbestbestWhen the level of your drive is just right, you feel sharp and able to concentrate. The
other riders, like my daughter, focused easily on the guide. They were excited by the ride, but not
frightened or immobilized. They were stirred to listen, but not in a swirl, as I was. In their relaxed-
alert state, they could pay full attention to the guide, their horses, and the breathtaking beauty of
a coastline trail overlooking the Pacific Ocean. Good attention has its rewards!The Upside-Down
U CurveTo understand the relationship between attention and stimulation, picture a simple
graph that looks like a hill or an upside-down U. Attention is the vertical axis, increasing upward
from worst to best. Stimulation is the horizontal axis, increasing left to right, from low to high.The
left end (going uphill) represents understimulation, and the right end (going downhill) stands for
overstimulation. At both ends, under- and overstimulation, your attention is at its worst. In the
center (the middle of the hill), stimulation is just right and your attention is at its best. This is your
focus zone.It feels good to be in your zone, where stimulation is sufficient and steady. In this
relaxed-alert state of body and mind, you feel effective and get things done with a power that
lasts. You listen well, sustain attention, organize efficiently, make sound decisions, and finish
what you start.The inverted U has been in the psychological literature for about a century. It
illustrates the Yerkes-Dodson law developed by Robert M. Yerkes, PhD and John D. Dodson,
PhD in 1908 to explain the results of a series of experiments. The law states that performance
(or attention) increases with arousal (or stimulation) but only up to a certain point. When arousal
level gets too high, performance decreases.Your Focus Zone on the Upside-Down U



CurveThrough the years, the upside-down U has continued to serve as a unifying principle to
explain findings in biopsychology and neuroscience. Research studies have confirmed and
expanded this classic curvilinear relationship to include more complex variations. It’s a core
teaching in sports psychology, and it is used by world-class athletes as a model to practice
attention control.Sometimes the horizontal axis—stimulation—is labeled drive, intensity,
motivation, level of adrenaline, or physiological arousal. And sometimes the vertical axis—
attention—is labeled selective attention, concentration, focus, mental performance, or
performance efficiency. The center range—your focus zone—has also been called the optimal
range of performance, the individual zone of optimal functioning (IZOF), and, in sports, the
zone.At the very top of the hill, the exact center resembles a peak. The closer you get to this
peak, the closer you get to an ideal state of stimulation and attention. Athletes have long referred
to this state as “peak performance.” Experts in creativity call it “flow,” and describe it as an
altered state of consciousness. The term was coined by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, PhD, who
collected data on thousands of highly focused individuals, mountain climbers to chess players.
The word “flow” best described their experience when they engaged in self-controlled, goal-
related, meaningful actions. Csikszentmihalyi explained it further as a suspension of time and
the freedom to get totally absorbed in what you’re doing. Artists, musicians, and inventors strive
to achieve flow, the pinnacle of the relaxed-alert state.Although reaching this peak state is ideal
for single-purpose undivided attention, it can be tough to achieve and impractical in the
workplace, which is both clock- and interruption-driven. Fortunately, you don’t have to reach this
peak to be in your focus zone. When you’re anywhere in the center range on the graph, your
attention is engaged and you are productive.Being in your focus zone is a matter of degree.
Sometimes you’ll be closer to peak performance (in the center) and sometimes you’ll be closer
to feeling under- or overstimulated (at each end).Being under- or overstimulated is also a matter
of degree. You could be a little bored or intolerably bored, or a little hyper or very hyper. But if
you’re anywhere outside your zone, you’re likely to run into trouble. Have you ever been at a
meeting or lecture when your thoughts start to wander? You may not have spaced out
completely, but you missed some of the details. Now you’re stuck with the problem of worrying if
they were important to you or not.Mild forms of overstimulation cause problems too. Have you
ever felt anxious while taking an exam? You probably got a lower grade because your
concentration was weakened. You didn’t flunk, but you felt frustrated, since you knew you’d
studied hard and had the answers somewhere in your mind. They would have come to you more
easily if you’d been in your focus zone.Being in Your ZoneWhen it comes to paying attention,
your zone is definitely the place to be. We’ve all been there at some time, and when we are, it
feels great. Think of the last time you were doing something you genuinely like to do—a pet
project, hobby, or sport. You might have been researching a favorite topic, organizing your music,
or conversing with a friend. Remember what it felt like to be engaged in what you were doing—
relaxed, yet energized? You may recall feeling a pleasant sense of purpose, meaning, and
motivation. You may even have thought to yourself, “I wish it could be like this all the time.”The



good news is that most of the time it can be. With practice, you can teach yourself how to stay in
your zone. Like Olympic athletes who practice psychological skills, you can stay in your focus
zone by choice. This is true whether you’re working on some truly boring task or at the other
extreme, facing a once-in-a-lifetime moment of high-stakes tension. Top performers have trained
themselves to do this reliably and you can, too.Understanding OverstimulationFirst, let’s take a
closer look at what happens when you’re overexcited. When most people think of an adrenaline
rush, they imagine euphoria, like the thrill of a roller-coaster ride. We pay money to ride on a
roller coaster. It’s fun. We regard this experience as desirable.But “overstimulation” refers to the
total state of your brain and body when you’re pumping too much adrenaline, and usually that’s
undesirable. Your heart beats faster and your focus either bounces around or gets stuck in one
place. A roller-coaster ride is an exception. You can scream and still smile because the rational
part of your brain knows you’re safe and not actually on a train going over a cliff.Usually, in an
overstimulated state, fear is not your friend. Your perception of fear triggers a fight-or-flight
response in the survival part of your brain, whether this response is helpful to you or not. Even
knowing the fun that lies ahead, have you ever felt the sudden urge to duck out the exit gate
when it’s your turn to step onto the roller coaster? That’s adrenaline fueling your impulse to
flee.In other fear-evoking situations, the survival part of your brain pumps adrenaline because it
assumes you’ll need to fight. You may be preparing to have a difficult meeting with your boss,
and you sense that you may lose status or money. The survival part of your brain reacts to this
danger as though you have to fight off an attack from a wild animal. It pumps adrenaline to
increase your physical strength and give hair-trigger speed to your reflexes.Signs of mild fight or
flight in your thoughts, words, or actions are flags that you’re going into overdrive. Common signs
of fight include feeling cranky, argumentative, or overly critical of yourself or others. Common
signs of flight include worry, anxiety, and rumination, although the connection between these
feelings and the impulse to flee may not be as readily apparent. These feelings result when the
survival part of your brain wants you to get away, but you’re at work or caught in traffic and you
can’t get up and leave. Without realizing it, you do the only thing a trapped person can do—you
escape in your mind. You flee mentally from the reality of the here and now, with adrenaline-
fueled thoughts of past, future, or even imagined fears and mistakes.Different Activities, Different
ZonesEvery activity has its own zone or optimal state of adrenaline-fueled drive. At game time,
an NFL linebacker needs to pump a lot more adrenaline than you do when you sit down to write
your quarterly sales report. Generally speaking, physical activities require more adrenaline,
which sends strength to the body to physically fight or flee. Mental activities require less
adrenaline because adrenaline gives the body extra physical strength by diverting blood flow
away from the brain. For mental activities, the brain wants all the blood flow it can get.In sports
psychology, the zone for each sport is determined by its ratio of physical strength to mental skill.
Boxing, for example, requires force and might, so the optimal adrenaline level for boxing is high.
Tennis or golf demands great concentration, so the optimal adrenaline level is much lower. In the
language of sports psychology, the inverted U curve for boxing is higher on the arousal



continuum than it is for tennis or golf. Being in the zone is important for all athletes, but the levels
that define the zone itself depend on the demands of the particular sport.In your own life, the
levels that define your zone depend on what you’re doing and how much—or how little—
adrenaline it demands. Nearly all information-age jobs require mostly mental activity. Gathering
data, managing spreadsheets, writing reports, teleconferencing, and creating computer code
are mental, not physical, tasks. When you sit at your desk or your computer to concentrate, you
perform better with less adrenaline. A construction worker who is lifting, digging, and hammering
all day needs more.During the course of a day as you go from activity to activity, the amount of
adrenaline you need to stay in your focus zone changes. If you’re conducting a sales conference,
you need animation and passion more than attention to detail. If you’re reviewing the wording of
a contract, it’s just the opposite. Sometimes, you need to shift quickly. If you’re giving a
presentation, you want fire in your voice; but then during the question-and-answer period, it’s
time for careful listening, accurate recall, and concise responses.Have you ever been in a
conversation when someone said something a bit intrusive or asked you a pointed question, and
you felt mildly threatened or provoked? You couldn’t come up with an incisive answer and may
even have felt brain locked. That’s because an immediate shot of adrenaline had kicked you into
a hyperalert state. Later on—usually in the shower—you thought of exactly what you wished you
had said at that moment. This is because you returned to a relaxed-alert state. You came back to
your focus zone.A Two-Step ProcessWhen you’re not in your zone and you lose control of your
attention, what’s actually happening is that your adrenaline level is wrong for your current
situation. Your brain is pumping either too much or too little adrenaline to get the job
done.Fortunately, you have choices. Like an elite athlete, you can reclaim your attention by
getting back into your focus zone. You can use your thoughts, feelings, and actions to change
your adrenaline level.Remember the chicken-and-egg cycle: too much stimulation causing too
much adrenaline, and so on? Well, the good news is that you can break this cycle. Using the
same psychological skills that elite athletes use, you can increase or decrease your stimulation
as needed, and adjust the adrenaline levels inside your brain. You can return to a relaxed-alert
state and get back in charge of your own attention.Think of any sport that requires balance—
skating, skiing, bicycling. At speeds that are either too slow or fast, you do not feel in control no
matter how hard you try. Regaining control becomes a two-step process. First you need to
realize that you’re losing control. Then you need to speed up or slow down to regain your
balance.When you feel distracted, bored, or provoked, regaining your attention is also a two-
step process. First you need to realize that you’re out of your zone. Then you need to apply a skill
or a strategy to get back in. There are many ways to do this. In Part II, you’ll learn key methods
for the situations you face every day.TO REGAIN LOST ATTENTIONStep 1. Stop and notice
you’re no longer in your focus zone.Step 2. Choose a strategy to either rev up or calm down.The
eight keychains give you effective ways to do both.TO REGAIN LOST ATTENTIONStep 1. Stop
and notice you’re no longer in your focus zone.Step 2. Choose a strategy to either rev up or calm
down.The eight keychains give you effective ways to do both.Is Multitasking Good or Bad?In



today’s world, we all multitask. As you read this, are you also munching on a snack, listening to
music, or maybe flying to Chicago? The burning question of our time is: does all this multitasking
help or hurt?The upside-down U addresses this question. If you’re underpowered, multitasking is
good because an additional activity adds stimulation and gets you into your focus zone. Let’s say
you’re crunching some code and your mind starts to wander. You notice you’re getting bored, so
you open a window on the bottom of your screen and download some rock music videos to
glance at and keep you pumped as you work. The added stim(ulation) gets you back into your
zone.At the other end of the curve, if you’re in overdrive, multitasking will only make matters
worse. Let’s say you’re working on a project under deadline. Other members of the team
constantly call, text, e-mail, instant-message, and even walk up to your desk to interrupt you.
Your mind is racing, and you may feel the impulse to download some rock videos, but the added
stim will cost you in performance and productivity.It can also happen that you’re crunching code,
you get bored, and you download a rock video that’s so awesome you can’t stop watching it.
You’ve increased your stimulation but you’ve added too much. By overshooting your focus zone,
you trade one problem for another. Now you’re caught in a time-wasting cycle of attention swings
from one end of the upside-down U to the other.The video ends and you’re overexcited, but it’s
time to get back to work. You try, but compared to the rock video, the code is even more boring
than before. You make yourself work on it but soon you start to chat or check e-mail in another
window. Again, multitasking gives you a spurt of stimulation. But again, you’re too pumped to
crunch code. You get absorbed in checking out the jokes and links your buddies sent you, until
you notice the clock. You try one more time to force yourself to face the code, which, in contrast,
is now more boring than ever. You hang in there as long as you can, then give up and check your
RSS feed to post comments on your favorite blogs. What you could have done in an hour has
taken half a day.Mindful MultitaskingThe key to multitasking is to use it strategically. This can be
a challenge, because it’s hard to be honest with ourselves when it comes to stimulation. As you’ll
learn in Chapter 3, our brains are biased toward stimulants whether they’re good for us or
not.Take cell phones, for example. About 75 percent of all drivers report using their phone while
driving. We like to talk and drive. Yet research using driving simulators reveals that when drivers
are on cell phones, they’re more likely to be in traffic accidents, miss more traffic signals, and
react more slowly. We ignore what researchers call “inattention blindness”—missing important
cues when our attention is incomplete. The stim centers in our brains prefer that we don’t know
we’re at risk, because we’re drawn to the stim of driving and talking.Does this mean you should
never use your cell phone when driving? In today’s world, how impractical is that? A
commonsense approach is to keep the upside-down U in mind. Use a hands-free set and be
aware of the impact of adding more stimulation to each situation that you’re in. Ask yourself what
it’s doing to your ability to stay in your focus zone.Mindful multitasking is one of the keys on the
change-of-state keychain that you’ll learn about in Chapter 5. Mindful multitasking means that
you consciously check in with yourself and determine the focus zone you need for each new
situation—in your car; at your desk; or with your family, friends, or coworkers. Every situation



requires its own judgment call. Sometimes you’ll choose to multitask and sometimes you won’t.
But with mindful multitasking, you don’t automatically answer a ring, beep, or interrupting voice.
You make a deliberate decision based on reason and strategy.Psych Up or Settle Down?Finding
your focus zone isn’t always easy. Not only does it change from activity to activity, but it’s
different from one person to the next. Personality, physiology, style of thinking, age, and
experience are all factors. You may not be able to talk, e-mail, and instant-message at the same
time, but your child probably can. And in your child’s classroom, while some students get
distracted by papers rattling, chairs moving, and classmates whispering, others do not.Just as
we each have a different face and different fingerprints, we each have a different brain chemistry.
Your adrenaline thresholds are unique to you. The way in which you metabolize adrenaline
determines your relationship with stimulation, and your own, personal focus zone.As you read
Find Your Focus Zone, you’ll get better at recognizing when you’re in your zone or not, and what
to do to stay there. Sometimes, you may feel as if you’re underpowered, but the deeper problem
is too much adrenaline. Procrastination is a good example.Let’s say you’re postponing
straightening out your finances, or getting the information you need to make a health-related
decision. On the surface it looks like you just don’t want to sit down and start a low-stim job like
organizing or doing research. But deep down you’re scared. You’re afraid of how much debt you
might be in, or of possibly needing a risky operation. Fear and the adrenaline that goes with it
stop you before you even get the chance to face boredom as a problem. Before you can go
forward, you need to deal with your fear calmly and get back into your focus zone.Many capable
parents have come to my office bewildered by what happens at homework time. The harder they
try to get their child to sit down and focus, the more the child argues, gets upset, or spaces out.
Trying to act responsibly, they’ll threaten to ground their child or take privileges away. But this
does not get the child fired up to work. Instead the child gets immobilized or has a meltdown.The
problem is that the child’s arguing, upset, and spaciness are signs of a fight-or-flight response—
a result of his unacknowledged fear. On the outside, the child might look bored or defiant. But on
the inside, even though he himself may not realize it, he’s scared he can’t do it, will make
mistakes, or won’t do as well as his peers. He’s got too much, not too little adrenaline pumping.
His parents’ threat just makes him pump even more and pushes him farther out of his focus
zone. Instead of getting motivated, the child gets overwhelmed.Back at the ranch, scared stiff in
the saddle, I may have looked like my mind was a million miles away and I was bored. But if
someone had yelled at me to pay attention, I probably would’ve burst into tears. I needed to
lower my adrenaline level so I could regain concentration. I had to keep my panic in check—and
ride it out—until I relaxed enough to get back into my focus zone.2Bored, Hyper, or BothWhen a
player comes to recognize that learning to focus may be more valuable to him than a backhand,
he shifts from being primarily a player of the outer game to being a player of the Inner Game.
Then, instead of learning to focus to improve his tennis, he practices tennis to improve his focus.
—W. TIMOTHY GALLWEYA perennial favorite, The Inner Game of Tennis teaches the secret of
staying focused on the court: let go of pressure and relax. Gallwey names the voice of self-



criticism as the number-one enemy of focused play: “I should have gotten that one,” “I should be
quicker on my feet,” “I should take my racket back lower in my backswing.” These “shoulds”
knock you out of your focus zone into both ends of the upside-down U curve. At one extreme,
they cause tension, so you feel worried and anxious. At the other, they rob you of the joy of play,
so you also feel bored and underpowered.In today’s world, we have our own set of shoulds: “I
should work faster and get more done,” “I should make more money than I’m making,” “I should
have closed that deal, made that call, sold that stock.” As in tennis, these “shoulds” create both
tension and boredom. They swing you back and forth from over- to understimulated.The swings
start when you drive yourself too hard, and then you burn out, feel unmotivated, and lose your
focus. Feeling low, you blame yourself. Then, to stop feeling guilty, you drive yourself even
harder. Riding an attention swing like this, you feel like a yo-yo. You pass through your focus
zone, but you don’t get to stay there very long.Attention swings are symptomatic of digital-age
distraction, but everyone has a different style. While most people swing back and forth, some
lean more toward one side of the upside-down U or the other. Remember the three lists of
questions in the Introduction? Did you find that one described you better than the others—
having attention swings, being scattered and spacey, or being hyperfast and hyperfocused?In
this chapter, you’ll read about Joe, Meg, and Todd, whose stories are based on people I’ve seen
in my practice. Joe has attention swings. Meg is too scattered and spacey. And Todd is too
hyperfast and hyperfocused.You’ll relate to some but not all aspects of these profiles. And you’ll
see glimpses of people you know, but with differences, too. Even though we’re each individual,
we’re alike enough to learn from one another.Attention Swings Miss the ZoneJoe is a brilliant
engineer at a small high-tech company. He has a reputation as the man to see if you’ve got a
tough problem to solve, but only if you catch him at the right time. Joe has trouble getting started.
In the morning, he just can’t settle down and concentrate. Lost in thought, Joe wanders to the
coffee machine, then sits down and surfs the net until he’s focused enough to work. Not long
after he gets back from lunch, Joe is in the same half-present state.On the other hand, if there’s
a crisis or an exciting new project, Joe comes alive. When a virus caused the servers to crash,
Joe stayed up all night and got the network back online. But after that, Joe got fascinated with
virus code and continued to analyze it at the expense of his ongoing projects.At meetings, Joe
gets restless and can’t resist text messaging and checking e-mail. He gets involved with his
messages and misses the discussion. His ideas have greatly helped his company, yet Joe gets
mixed performance reviews instead of the outstanding ones that his contributions deserve.At
home, it seems Joe has just the opposite problem. He’d rather start something new than finish
what he’s begun. His computer desk is stacked with papers and discs, he’s still wiring his home
entertainment system, and he’s promised prints of photos to family members and friends from
several Christmases ago. Joe likes to surf the net and play video games. He gets so engrossed
that if his wife calls him for dinner or his kids ask for help with their homework, he snaps at them.
That’s why he does it late at night, after everyone else is in bed.Joe says he can’t clear his
computer desk until he has a long enough block of time to do it; he wants more information



before he makes final decisions on the home entertainment system; and he can’t print photos
until he’s cleared his computer desk. On a typical Saturday morning, Joe looks at all he has to
do, feels overwhelmed, and doesn’t make much headway on his ongoing projects. What he’d
really like to do is get some new multimedia software so he can make cool home videos, but he’s
afraid to tell his wife.Under- and OverstimulatedJoe is a poster boy for digital-age distraction. He
spends the first few hours of each workday on the understimulated side of the upside-down U
curve. He is too bored to do his job. When he faces the novelty of a new project or a threat like a
computer virus, his adrenaline surges and kicks him into his focus zone. Joe doesn’t stay there
long, though. He goes into an overstimulated state and can’t shift his focus back to his usual
job.At meetings, Joe gets caught in the same kind of pendulum swing. He gets bored with the
discussion, then overstimulated checking messages, then even more bored trying to get back
into a discussion that no longer involves him.At home, when Joe is bored, he starts a new
project. The adrenaline he gets from the novelty of it keeps him in his zone for a while, but soon
he’s bored again. He bounces from one unfinished project to the next, without the benefit of
feeling the satisfaction that comes from completing a job. Because he’s not in his focus zone,
Joe stalls on making decisions, and self-doubt gets the better of him. He longs to escape his
boredom and indecision by doing what he does best: start a new project.The habit of staying up
late at night is a big contributor to Joe’s attention swings. Joe is conditioned to his late-night stim
and he likes it. He feels alive and free, with no one telling him what to do. But lack of sleep
causes Joe to greet each new day on the under-stimulated side of the curve. To get himself
going, Joe drinks coffee and eats doughnuts. This propels him into an overstimulated state. Joe
gets his work done, but not without cost. As the effects of the caffeine and sugar wear off, he
nosedives into an understimulated state after lunch. Joe continues to swing back and forth all
day, using coffee and sweets as stimulants that kick him from one side of the upside-down U to
the other.Overstimulation Can Make You Too HyperfastOverstimulation looks different at
different times, and Joe is a good example. At home on Saturday morning, when Joe feels
overstimulated, his mind races and he gets too hyperfast. His adrenaline gives him a big boost
of energy, but he squanders it jumping from one project to the next. If you talk with Joe when he’s
in this state, he’ll tell you his future plans to expand his projects. While his propensity for
brainstorming is a valuable asset, Joe gets stuck in his idea-generating mode when it’s time to
settle down to business.I’ve chosen the words “too hyperfast” to communicate that, in the big
picture, this extreme is ineffective and inefficient. Although being hyperfast sounds like a very
good thing—a kind of superpower you wish for when there’s work to be done—being too
hyperfast is wasteful and unsustainable. You lose your ability to stay focused to the finish. And
even if you force yourself to stick with one project, you quickly burn out and fall into an attention
swing.Overstimulation Can Make You Too HyperfocusedLate at night, when Joe is
overstimulated, or when he starts a new project at work, Joe gets hyper in a different way—he
gets into an intense state of being too hyperfocused. His high level of adrenaline narrows his
attention. He gets glued to what he is doing, unable to see the bigger picture. Surfing the net or



watching video games, Joe forgets the time, his need for sleep, and his commitment to his
family. At work, when he starts a new project, he neglects his routine responsibilities.Again, I use
the term “too hyperfocused” because being hyperfocused is a useful skill and a desirable state.
But an overstimulated state of being too hyperfocused is more like getting super glued stuck.
You can’t move on without ungluing yourself first. In this restrictive state of overstimulation, Joe
can’t stop focusing on one and only one thing, and is headed for burnout and attention
swings.Being Too Hyperfocused Is Not Flow or Peak PerformanceWhen Joe is engrossed
surfing the net or playing video games, to an outside observer he looks as if he’s in his focus
zone. He’s so absorbed in what he’s doing that he appears to be in a state of flow, the type of
peak performance identified by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi described in Chapter 1.In a number of
ways, being too hyperfocused looks like flow: total concentration, deep involvement, a sense of
challenge, and losing track of time. But the critical difference is the presence of tension in a state
of extreme hyperfocus. In contrast, when you’re in a state of flow or peak performance, you
remain relaxed.In extreme hyperfocus, adrenaline builds. Your intensity locks you into a narrow
field of focus and takes away your freedom of choice. You keep a white-knuckled grip on what
you’re doing, and start to devalue other activities, even ones you usually like. The stirrings of
addiction are not far from the surface.On the other hand, flow or peak performance is the
pinnacle of your focus zone, a relaxed-alert state. Attention flows easily because just the right
amount of adrenaline is pumping. Csikszentmihalyi describes it as a calm state of balance and
joy, characterized by openness, flexibility, and freedom of thought.Too Hyperfocused vs.
FlowToo HyperfocusedFlowStatetenserelaxedAccepts MistakesnoyesSustainablenoyesSo
when Joe is at his computer at night, how can he tell if he’s trapped in an overaroused state of
hyperfocus or enjoying a relaxed state of flow? One way is his reaction to frustration. If he finds
himself able to accept mistakes and setbacks, he’s probably in a state of flow. But if he slams his
joystick because the action just got frantic in his video game, he’s overstimulated and too
hyperfocused.Another tip-off is how well Joe allows for reasonable interruption. When you’re in
your zone, you certainly don’t want to be interrupted, but if you are and the interruption is for a
good cause, you can accept it in an amicable way. Without meaning to, Joe scowls at his family
so that they’ll leave him alone. This is a sign that he’s pumping too much adrenaline and is too
hyperfocused. If, on the other hand, Joe could leave his games with a good attitude, it would be
a sign that he had been in his focus zone.Scattered and Spacey Miss the ZoneMeg is a graphic
artist in business for herself. She has a reputation for her ability to use color and design in
unique ways. But Meg has difficulty with administrative details and finishing work on time.
Although she makes a decent income, she spends it on late fees and penalties for missed
deadlines. Sometimes she loses customers who like her and her work, but need their jobs done
faster than she can deliver.Most of the other graphic artists use their computers to keep track of
their business. They’ve streamlined bookkeeping tasks like printing invoices and paying bills.
Meg knows she needs to start using an electronic spreadsheet, but just hasn’t gotten around to
it yet.Meg lives in an apartment downtown. She seldom has guests because her place is a mess.



As an artist, she feels frustrated, because this offends her aesthetic sensibilities. Nonetheless,
she lives with rooms full of clutter and stacks of sketchbooks and magazines everywhere. Her
closets and drawers are a conglomeration of whatever was lying around the last time she
cleaned.Meg has many friends and she enjoys doing them favors. It seems that every time she
blocks out time to reorganize her home, friends call to ask her to help redecorate theirs. Meg
readily agrees because she likes to feel needed and figures she can always clean her own
apartment some other time.Like Joe and all the rest of us in the digital age of distraction, Meg
has attention swings. Sometimes when she’s creating new designs, she isolates herself for days
and doesn’t answer her door, phone, or e-mail. Then, when she finishes, she goes out with
friends, or stays in and visits chat rooms until dawn the next morning. But although Meg has
some attention swings, most of the time she’s at the underpowered end of the upside-down
U.After the creative phase of a project is done, Meg has a hard time with low stim jobs such as
measuring, figuring out dimensions, and writing detailed instructions for the printer. She runs low
on adrenaline and puts off boring tasks like writing up her orders and invoices. These chores pile
up and hang over her head like a dark shadow. Although she’s bright and resourceful, Meg
hasn’t yet computerized her tasks, because she seldom has time to do anything but catch up.
Knowing she’s constantly behind, having to apologize and pay late fees, Meg feels a little guilty
almost all the time.Doing favors for her friends gives Meg an instant reprieve from her guilt over
her procrastination. While she’s helping others, Meg’s adrenaline levels perk up and she regains
her focus. That’s why, when friends call, she says yes the way a thirsty person drinks water. Meg
goes out with friends often—to movies, restaurants, and the theater. She enjoys the release this
gives her. But when Meg comes home, her adrenaline goes down again, and her focus gets as
muddled as her closets and drawers.Too Hyperfast and Too Hyperfocused Miss the ZoneTodd
is a finance officer who is young for his high-level position. Ambitious and hardworking, he rose
rapidly in his field. Although some might call him a type A workaholic, Todd protests. “You don’t
know what a type A workaholic is unless you’ve met my dad.” Todd’s dad spent most of his time
at the office. Except for major holidays, he missed family meals.Because Todd didn’t get to know
his own dad, he promised himself he would not be an absent dad, too. And in his mind, he’s not.
Although he’s responsible for managing millions of dollars in assets, Todd still makes it a priority
to spend time with his family.Todd lives in California, but does business on a daily basis with
people in New York. Because of the time difference, he starts his day early. Every morning, Todd
brings his laptop to the breakfast table, and tracks stock quotes and instant messages while the
family eats together. He prides himself in his ability to do his work and still be with his children,
unlike his own father. Todd rapidly shifts his focus from computer screen to kitchen table,
although sometimes a stock ticker or sudden price change grabs his attention and he gets
totally absorbed in his work.At the office, when an employee he supervises comes in to talk,
Todd keeps one eye on his monitor, on the lookout for incoming messages. When a big deal is
coming through, everyone knows enough to stay out of Todd’s way.At school, Todd’s older
daughter, Becky, has poor concentration. Her teacher thinks she may have attention deficit



disorder. When the school counselor asks her why she doesn’t listen in the classroom, she
argues and insists that she does. Becky says she is multitasking like her dad and that it’s a
waste of time to sit in the classroom and not be getting something else done too. Recently,
Becky wasn’t invited on a sleepover with the other girls in her class. Todd’s wife has seen her
acting bossy with other children. The school counselor suspects low self-esteem.Todd has a
high tolerance for adrenaline. So did his dad and so does his daughter. Todd gets a lot done; he
is a skillful multitasker. But once Todd gets his motor started, he drives himself right past his
focus zone, directly into an overstimulated state. His focus gets narrowed and Todd, his
coworkers, and his family pay the price.When it comes to his family, Todd’s intentions are good
as gold. But this does not mean that the results of his actions are what he intends them to be.
When Todd multitasks at the breakfast table, his daughter’s mirror neurons—the brain
mechanism for learning from a model—are firing away. Automatically and with no one realizing it,
Todd’s daughter is learning to mirror the pattern of her dad’s divided attention.2Bored, Hyper, or
BothWhen a player comes to recognize that learning to focus may be more valuable to him than
a backhand, he shifts from being primarily a player of the outer game to being a player of the
Inner Game. Then, instead of learning to focus to improve his tennis, he practices tennis to
improve his focus.—W. TIMOTHY GALLWEYA perennial favorite, The Inner Game of Tennis
teaches the secret of staying focused on the court: let go of pressure and relax. Gallwey names
the voice of self-criticism as the number-one enemy of focused play: “I should have gotten that
one,” “I should be quicker on my feet,” “I should take my racket back lower in my backswing.”
These “shoulds” knock you out of your focus zone into both ends of the upside-down U curve. At
one extreme, they cause tension, so you feel worried and anxious. At the other, they rob you of
the joy of play, so you also feel bored and underpowered.In today’s world, we have our own set
of shoulds: “I should work faster and get more done,” “I should make more money than I’m
making,” “I should have closed that deal, made that call, sold that stock.” As in tennis, these
“shoulds” create both tension and boredom. They swing you back and forth from over- to
understimulated.The swings start when you drive yourself too hard, and then you burn out, feel
unmotivated, and lose your focus. Feeling low, you blame yourself. Then, to stop feeling guilty,
you drive yourself even harder. Riding an attention swing like this, you feel like a yo-yo. You pass
through your focus zone, but you don’t get to stay there very long.Attention swings are
symptomatic of digital-age distraction, but everyone has a different style. While most people
swing back and forth, some lean more toward one side of the upside-down U or the other.
Remember the three lists of questions in the Introduction? Did you find that one described you
better than the others—having attention swings, being scattered and spacey, or being hyperfast
and hyperfocused?In this chapter, you’ll read about Joe, Meg, and Todd, whose stories are
based on people I’ve seen in my practice. Joe has attention swings. Meg is too scattered and
spacey. And Todd is too hyperfast and hyperfocused.You’ll relate to some but not all aspects of
these profiles. And you’ll see glimpses of people you know, but with differences, too. Even
though we’re each individual, we’re alike enough to learn from one another.Attention Swings



Miss the ZoneJoe is a brilliant engineer at a small high-tech company. He has a reputation as
the man to see if you’ve got a tough problem to solve, but only if you catch him at the right time.
Joe has trouble getting started. In the morning, he just can’t settle down and concentrate. Lost in
thought, Joe wanders to the coffee machine, then sits down and surfs the net until he’s focused
enough to work. Not long after he gets back from lunch, Joe is in the same half-present state.On
the other hand, if there’s a crisis or an exciting new project, Joe comes alive. When a virus
caused the servers to crash, Joe stayed up all night and got the network back online. But after
that, Joe got fascinated with virus code and continued to analyze it at the expense of his
ongoing projects.At meetings, Joe gets restless and can’t resist text messaging and checking e-
mail. He gets involved with his messages and misses the discussion. His ideas have greatly
helped his company, yet Joe gets mixed performance reviews instead of the outstanding ones
that his contributions deserve.At home, it seems Joe has just the opposite problem. He’d rather
start something new than finish what he’s begun. His computer desk is stacked with papers and
discs, he’s still wiring his home entertainment system, and he’s promised prints of photos to
family members and friends from several Christmases ago. Joe likes to surf the net and play
video games. He gets so engrossed that if his wife calls him for dinner or his kids ask for help
with their homework, he snaps at them. That’s why he does it late at night, after everyone else is
in bed.Joe says he can’t clear his computer desk until he has a long enough block of time to do
it; he wants more information before he makes final decisions on the home entertainment
system; and he can’t print photos until he’s cleared his computer desk. On a typical Saturday
morning, Joe looks at all he has to do, feels overwhelmed, and doesn’t make much headway on
his ongoing projects. What he’d really like to do is get some new multimedia software so he can
make cool home videos, but he’s afraid to tell his wife.Under- and OverstimulatedJoe is a poster
boy for digital-age distraction. He spends the first few hours of each workday on the
understimulated side of the upside-down U curve. He is too bored to do his job. When he faces
the novelty of a new project or a threat like a computer virus, his adrenaline surges and kicks him
into his focus zone. Joe doesn’t stay there long, though. He goes into an overstimulated state
and can’t shift his focus back to his usual job.At meetings, Joe gets caught in the same kind of
pendulum swing. He gets bored with the discussion, then overstimulated checking messages,
then even more bored trying to get back into a discussion that no longer involves him.At home,
when Joe is bored, he starts a new project. The adrenaline he gets from the novelty of it keeps
him in his zone for a while, but soon he’s bored again. He bounces from one unfinished project
to the next, without the benefit of feeling the satisfaction that comes from completing a job.
Because he’s not in his focus zone, Joe stalls on making decisions, and self-doubt gets the
better of him. He longs to escape his boredom and indecision by doing what he does best: start
a new project.The habit of staying up late at night is a big contributor to Joe’s attention swings.
Joe is conditioned to his late-night stim and he likes it. He feels alive and free, with no one telling
him what to do. But lack of sleep causes Joe to greet each new day on the under-stimulated side
of the curve. To get himself going, Joe drinks coffee and eats doughnuts. This propels him into



an overstimulated state. Joe gets his work done, but not without cost. As the effects of the
caffeine and sugar wear off, he nosedives into an understimulated state after lunch. Joe
continues to swing back and forth all day, using coffee and sweets as stimulants that kick him
from one side of the upside-down U to the other.Overstimulation Can Make You Too
HyperfastOverstimulation looks different at different times, and Joe is a good example. At home
on Saturday morning, when Joe feels overstimulated, his mind races and he gets too hyperfast.
His adrenaline gives him a big boost of energy, but he squanders it jumping from one project to
the next. If you talk with Joe when he’s in this state, he’ll tell you his future plans to expand his
projects. While his propensity for brainstorming is a valuable asset, Joe gets stuck in his idea-
generating mode when it’s time to settle down to business.I’ve chosen the words “too hyperfast”
to communicate that, in the big picture, this extreme is ineffective and inefficient. Although being
hyperfast sounds like a very good thing—a kind of superpower you wish for when there’s work to
be done—being too hyperfast is wasteful and unsustainable. You lose your ability to stay
focused to the finish. And even if you force yourself to stick with one project, you quickly burn out
and fall into an attention swing.Overstimulation Can Make You Too HyperfocusedLate at night,
when Joe is overstimulated, or when he starts a new project at work, Joe gets hyper in a
different way—he gets into an intense state of being too hyperfocused. His high level of
adrenaline narrows his attention. He gets glued to what he is doing, unable to see the bigger
picture. Surfing the net or watching video games, Joe forgets the time, his need for sleep, and
his commitment to his family. At work, when he starts a new project, he neglects his routine
responsibilities.Again, I use the term “too hyperfocused” because being hyperfocused is a useful
skill and a desirable state. But an overstimulated state of being too hyperfocused is more like
getting super glued stuck. You can’t move on without ungluing yourself first. In this restrictive
state of overstimulation, Joe can’t stop focusing on one and only one thing, and is headed for
burnout and attention swings.Being Too Hyperfocused Is Not Flow or Peak PerformanceWhen
Joe is engrossed surfing the net or playing video games, to an outside observer he looks as if
he’s in his focus zone. He’s so absorbed in what he’s doing that he appears to be in a state of
flow, the type of peak performance identified by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi described in Chapter
1.In a number of ways, being too hyperfocused looks like flow: total concentration, deep
involvement, a sense of challenge, and losing track of time. But the critical difference is the
presence of tension in a state of extreme hyperfocus. In contrast, when you’re in a state of flow
or peak performance, you remain relaxed.In extreme hyperfocus, adrenaline builds. Your
intensity locks you into a narrow field of focus and takes away your freedom of choice. You keep
a white-knuckled grip on what you’re doing, and start to devalue other activities, even ones you
usually like. The stirrings of addiction are not far from the surface.On the other hand, flow or
peak performance is the pinnacle of your focus zone, a relaxed-alert state. Attention flows easily
because just the right amount of adrenaline is pumping. Csikszentmihalyi describes it as a calm
state of balance and joy, characterized by openness, flexibility, and freedom of thought.Too
Hyperfocused vs. FlowToo HyperfocusedFlowStatetenserelaxedAccepts



MistakesnoyesSustainablenoyesToo Hyperfocused vs. FlowToo
HyperfocusedFlowStatetenserelaxedAccepts MistakesnoyesSustainablenoyesToo
Hyperfocused vs. FlowToo HyperfocusedToo HyperfocusedFlowFlowStatetenserelaxedAccepts
MistakesnoyesSustainablenoyesSo when Joe is at his computer at night, how can he tell if he’s
trapped in an overaroused state of hyperfocus or enjoying a relaxed state of flow? One way is
his reaction to frustration. If he finds himself able to accept mistakes and setbacks, he’s probably
in a state of flow. But if he slams his joystick because the action just got frantic in his video game,
he’s overstimulated and too hyperfocused.Another tip-off is how well Joe allows for reasonable
interruption. When you’re in your zone, you certainly don’t want to be interrupted, but if you are
and the interruption is for a good cause, you can accept it in an amicable way. Without meaning
to, Joe scowls at his family so that they’ll leave him alone. This is a sign that he’s pumping too
much adrenaline and is too hyperfocused. If, on the other hand, Joe could leave his games with
a good attitude, it would be a sign that he had been in his focus zone.Scattered and Spacey
Miss the ZoneMeg is a graphic artist in business for herself. She has a reputation for her ability
to use color and design in unique ways. But Meg has difficulty with administrative details and
finishing work on time. Although she makes a decent income, she spends it on late fees and
penalties for missed deadlines. Sometimes she loses customers who like her and her work, but
need their jobs done faster than she can deliver.Most of the other graphic artists use their
computers to keep track of their business. They’ve streamlined bookkeeping tasks like printing
invoices and paying bills. Meg knows she needs to start using an electronic spreadsheet, but
just hasn’t gotten around to it yet.Meg lives in an apartment downtown. She seldom has guests
because her place is a mess. As an artist, she feels frustrated, because this offends her
aesthetic sensibilities. Nonetheless, she lives with rooms full of clutter and stacks of
sketchbooks and magazines everywhere. Her closets and drawers are a conglomeration of
whatever was lying around the last time she cleaned.Meg has many friends and she enjoys
doing them favors. It seems that every time she blocks out time to reorganize her home, friends
call to ask her to help redecorate theirs. Meg readily agrees because she likes to feel needed
and figures she can always clean her own apartment some other time.Like Joe and all the rest of
us in the digital age of distraction, Meg has attention swings. Sometimes when she’s creating
new designs, she isolates herself for days and doesn’t answer her door, phone, or e-mail. Then,
when she finishes, she goes out with friends, or stays in and visits chat rooms until dawn the
next morning. But although Meg has some attention swings, most of the time she’s at the
underpowered end of the upside-down U.After the creative phase of a project is done, Meg has
a hard time with low stim jobs such as measuring, figuring out dimensions, and writing detailed
instructions for the printer. She runs low on adrenaline and puts off boring tasks like writing up
her orders and invoices. These chores pile up and hang over her head like a dark shadow.
Although she’s bright and resourceful, Meg hasn’t yet computerized her tasks, because she
seldom has time to do anything but catch up. Knowing she’s constantly behind, having to
apologize and pay late fees, Meg feels a little guilty almost all the time.Doing favors for her



friends gives Meg an instant reprieve from her guilt over her procrastination. While she’s helping
others, Meg’s adrenaline levels perk up and she regains her focus. That’s why, when friends call,
she says yes the way a thirsty person drinks water. Meg goes out with friends often—to movies,
restaurants, and the theater. She enjoys the release this gives her. But when Meg comes home,
her adrenaline goes down again, and her focus gets as muddled as her closets and drawers.Too
Hyperfast and Too Hyperfocused Miss the ZoneTodd is a finance officer who is young for his
high-level position. Ambitious and hardworking, he rose rapidly in his field. Although some might
call him a type A workaholic, Todd protests. “You don’t know what a type A workaholic is unless
you’ve met my dad.” Todd’s dad spent most of his time at the office. Except for major holidays, he
missed family meals.Because Todd didn’t get to know his own dad, he promised himself he
would not be an absent dad, too. And in his mind, he’s not. Although he’s responsible for
managing millions of dollars in assets, Todd still makes it a priority to spend time with his
family.Todd lives in California, but does business on a daily basis with people in New York.
Because of the time difference, he starts his day early. Every morning, Todd brings his laptop to
the breakfast table, and tracks stock quotes and instant messages while the family eats
together. He prides himself in his ability to do his work and still be with his children, unlike his
own father. Todd rapidly shifts his focus from computer screen to kitchen table, although
sometimes a stock ticker or sudden price change grabs his attention and he gets totally
absorbed in his work.At the office, when an employee he supervises comes in to talk, Todd
keeps one eye on his monitor, on the lookout for incoming messages. When a big deal is coming
through, everyone knows enough to stay out of Todd’s way.At school, Todd’s older daughter,
Becky, has poor concentration. Her teacher thinks she may have attention deficit disorder. When
the school counselor asks her why she doesn’t listen in the classroom, she argues and insists
that she does. Becky says she is multitasking like her dad and that it’s a waste of time to sit in the
classroom and not be getting something else done too. Recently, Becky wasn’t invited on a
sleepover with the other girls in her class. Todd’s wife has seen her acting bossy with other
children. The school counselor suspects low self-esteem.Todd has a high tolerance for
adrenaline. So did his dad and so does his daughter. Todd gets a lot done; he is a skillful
multitasker. But once Todd gets his motor started, he drives himself right past his focus zone,
directly into an overstimulated state. His focus gets narrowed and Todd, his coworkers, and his
family pay the price.When it comes to his family, Todd’s intentions are good as gold. But this
does not mean that the results of his actions are what he intends them to be. When Todd
multitasks at the breakfast table, his daughter’s mirror neurons—the brain mechanism for
learning from a model—are firing away. Automatically and with no one realizing it, Todd’s
daughter is learning to mirror the pattern of her dad’s divided attention.
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Kristen Laine, “One of the best self-help books I've read. When a friend put this book in my
hands a few months ago, I wondered if he was trying to tell me something, and if I should be
offended. Find Your Focus Zone: Hadn't I read enough time-management books or self-
improvement books already? Now I've read the book -- and passed on a few copies myself --
and I'm signing on here to say that THIS IS NOT YOUR TYPICAL SELF-HELP BOOK.For one
thing, it's really helpful. Really, really helpful. Palladino has a novelist's gift for succinct and
memorable character descriptions, which means that her description of the too hyperfast,
hyperfocused guy reminded me of someone (several someones) I knew, as did her sketch of the
woman who is scattered and spacey, the folks who are overstimulated, understimulated, afraid
of failure. I started turning down pages to share with people but stopped partway through. I could
tell that nearly everyone I know could benefit from Palladino's clear analysis of what makes us
less effective in every part of our lives.That leads me to another part of Find Your Focus Zone
that surprised me: how much I found that Palladino's advice could help me in my family life. Her
portraits of parent-child interactions hit home with even more force than did her sketches of
workers. Because of her book, I've changed the way I think about my daughter's foot-dragging
over homework and music practice. Also how my husband and I work with her and our son on
chores, how we think about our family meals, our vacations, our dreams for them. Little stuff and
big stuff.If you wonder about the effect of the new connectivity toys and tools on children, read
this book. If you wish work didn't intrude on your family life but find it hard to leave it at the office,
read this book. If you wish you could just Get More Done, read this book. If you feel like there's
more in you than your work is getting out, read this book. If you're a manager or business owner,
read this book. If you're just starting out in a job, read this book.Best of all, it's not just easy to
read and well-written. It's clear that Palladino knows her science. She trusts the intelligence of
her readers when she describes current research in attention and attention disorders. It's a
pleasure to read a book with clear footnotes that also has practical end-of-chapter
suggestions.So if someone gives you this book, thank them. And then buy another to pass on.”

C. T. Rafal, “Very encouraging. If you or someone close to you have/has ADHD, I would
recommended starting with Chapter 12 and then going back to page 1. Chapter 12 gave me a
new perspective on the gift/value of ADHD. The rest of the book gave very specific things to
notice about your self...how you start feeling when your brain chemistry is taking you out of your
focus zone...or how certain kinds of thoughts can knock your brain chemistry off track...and how
to substitute different thoughts or questions to get back into your focus zone. A lot of it is based
on sports psychology and that in itself was exciting to me, who doesn't want to be excellent like
an athlete and relax under pressure and all that...? This information was so much more helpful to
me than going to typical coaching where the guy was trying to spoon feed me one tired old
executive function/time management technique each week with no explanation of how these



things I have known for decades would actually become useful to me instead of just piling on
extra tasks to manage (he has no idea what it's like to live in the ADHD zone, but Palladino tells
exactly how to clear the "gap" between this natural trait and modern school/office life.).”

medgirl8915, “Extremely helpful. I have always had trouble with procrastination. I finally realized
that I have many anxieties which are linked to my trouble with focus and attention. However, I
always incredibly hard on myself for it. I had never realized there are behavioral methods that
actually work to help us stay in our focus zone. I have been one to quickly jump into the use of
medications to help, but after reading this book I was able to cut way back on stimulants and
implement better methods with better results. The breathing and self talk are very helpful when I
catch myself getting negative or anxious, especially the mantra "Progress not perfection."It also
helps to read stories of people of various backgrounds who also struggle with focus and
attention. I found I connected with a number of cases mentioned in the book.”

Muka, “Here's the TOC, from the author's website.. she has Chapter 1 on her site as well;
Google "Lucy Jo Palladino" and it'll come right up.Table of ContentsIntroductionPart I:
Understanding Your Focus Zone1. What Is Your Focus Zone?2. Bored, Hyper, or Both3.
Attention in the Digital Age4. What Are We Doing to Our Brains?Part II: The Eight Keychains5.
Emotional Skills: Keychains 1 & 26. Confronting Fear and All Its Cousins: Keychains 3, 4 & 57.
Mental Skills: Keychain 68. Structure Without Pressure: Keychain 79. Behavior Skills: Keychain
8Part III: Digital-age Strategies for Success10. Outsmarting Interruption and Overload11.
Defeating Distraction in the 21st Century12. What If You (or Your Children) Have Attention Deficit
Disorder?Part IV: Your Focus Zone As a Way of Life13. Teaching Kids to Pay Attention14. The
Power of AttentionAppendix - The Eight Keychains: A Quick GuideResourcesIndex”

Edward, “Edward. A very enlightening book. I've been researching for years now how to fix my
recent problem of lacking energy in the morning. I developed that problem in the early thirties
and have been using coffee as a crutch. Before this book I've been researching about dopamine
stuff and possible adrenaline exhaustion problem but my doctor didn't find that diagnosis.After
reading this book I learned that my problem may have been attempting to reach an adrenaline
score of 10 while doing coding work on desk, that worked for me for years and getting older
might have lessened my adrenaline tolerance. Even though I've already been using a few of the
keys mentioned in this book, most of the keys are eye openers and will help me greatly in day to
day living.  Thanks Lucy!”

The book by Lucy Jo Palladino has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 54 people have provided feedback.
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